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O. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 

This paper is concerned with the general problem of explicitly describing 
intrinsic parameters for Teichmiiller and Riemann spaces. Ideally, we want 
to be able to read off from a given Riemann surface its position in moduli 
space. Further, we want to attach various geometric and analytic objeCts such 
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as uniformizations by Kleinian groups, meromorphic differentials, lengths of 
geodesics, etc., to the Riemann surface. These objects should be analytic func-
tions of the moduli. This work is a contribution towards this general goal. At 
times our methods parallel those of Bers [B 11], Earle-Marden [EM] and Wolpert 
[WI]. All of this development is based very significantly on the fundamental 
work of Maskit [Mt2]. We have profited greatly from reading these papers and 
from conversations with their authors. We will describe our main results after 
orienting the reader by discussing a classical example. 

Every point , in the upper half-plane JH[2 determines a rank 2 parabolic 
group G, generated by the motions A: z 1-+ z + 1 and B: z 1-+ z +, and 
a torus T, = C/G,. Two such tori T, and T, are conformally equivalent 

I 2 
if and only if there exists an ME PSL(2, Z) with M('l) = '2' The space 
JH[2 is the deformation or Teichmuller space T( 1 ,0) for tori and R( 1 , 0) = 
JH[2/PSL(2, Z) is its Riemann or moduli space. It is well known that R( 1 , 0) is 
complex analytically equivalent to the sphere t with three distinguished points: 
a Riemann surface of signature (0, 3; 2, 3, 00). To compactify R( 1 ,0) one 
needs to add a single point at 00. It is convenient to think of this ideal point 
as a singular torus obtained by pinching a curve to a point to produce a "node". 

We now consider an alternate description of the quotient T,. Start with the 
infinite cylinder C = C/ (A). Perfectly reasonable coordinates each vanishing 
at one end of the cylinder are z = e2xif; and w = e -2xi' , 'E C. For each 
t E C with 0 < It I < 1, we construct a torus St by a "plumbing procedure". 
Remove from C the two punctured discs {O < Izl ::; Itl} and {O < Iwl ::; It I} 
to obtain a finite cylinder C'. Identify two points P and Q on C' if and 
only if z(P)w(Q) = t, and thus obtain a torus St together with a "central 
curve" described in local coordinates by {Izl = I} = {Iwl = I}. It is easy to 
see that we have obtained surfaces that satisfy Se21<iT = T, for all ,E JH[2 • This 
construction can be extended to t = 0 to obtain a singular surface So: a torus 
with a node. 

The punctured unit disc (the set of t coordinates) is a covering of the moduli 
space for tori; it corresponds to T( 1 , 0) /Z , where Z acts on JH[2 = T( 1 , 0) by 
translation and the generator of Z acts on the torus as the Dehn twist about the 
central curve (changing , to ,+ 1). The addition of the origin gives a partial 
compactification of T( 1, O)/Z. 

If we normalize the metric (of zero curvature) so that SI has area 1, then 
the length of the central curve is J-271/logltl. Thus the limiting surface cor-
responding to t = 0 is obtained by shrinking the central curve on SI to obtain 
a node. (On SI' there is also a geodesic "transverse" to the central curve of 
length 

Ilog tl J -271 
271 logltl . 

On the limiting surface So' the transverse curves have infinite length.) 
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The above construction and analysis is carried over, in this paper, to the case 
of Riemann surfaces of finite analytic type and constant negative curvature. To 
begin, we describe the topological data. 

Let :9' be an "admissible graph" (see §3.2) of type (p, n) with d = 3p-3+n 
(~ 0) edges and v = 2p-2+n (> 0) vertices. We associate to each vertex of :9' 
a "pair of pants" (a sphere with three disjoint open discs removed) and to each 
edge "a tube for a plumbing .construction" to connect two boundary components 
of the same or different pairs of pants. The edges also determine central curves 
on the tubes. In this manner, the graph :9' determines a nonsingular topological 
surface S of type (genus p, n punctures) together with a maximal partition 
1: of the surface into parts. The edges of :9' are in one-ta-one correspondence 
with the partition (= central) curves in 1:. We shall denote by ak both the 
kth edge on :9' and the partition curve on S that it determines. Each partition 
curve ak also determines a subsurface Tk of S of type (0,4) or (1, 1), 
known as a "modular part" of S (see §5.3): it is the component containing ak 
of the surface obtained by cutting S along all partition curves in 1: except ak • 

We can consider surfaces S with singularities by shrinking (pinching) some or 
all of the partition curves in 1: to nodes. This data specifies the topological 
construction of a surface from thrice punctured spheres. 

For the construction of Riemann surfaces (perhaps with nodes), we introduce 
complex coordinates (numbers assigned to each edge in :9'). We begin with 
some standard notation. For r E 1R+ , 

d, = {z E C; Izl < r} and d = d l . 

For t E Cd, t = (tl ' ... , td)' we set 

(0.1) It I = max{ltjl ; j = 1, ... , d}. 

Using a graph :9' and "complex coordinates" t, with tk associated to the edge 
ak , one constructs a Riemann surface St using plumbing operations (see §§2.3 
and 3.4). The region (in Cd) for which the construction is valid can only be de-
scribed qualitatively; its exact shape, for example, is not known. A subregion of 
the resulting coordinate space corresponds to Riemann surfaces obtained by a 
particularly simple form of the construction. These simple plumbing construc-
tions we call "tame". In tame plumbing we glue horocircles to horocircles on 
the thrice punctured spheres (and other building blocks); the general plumbing 
operation replaces the horocircles by arbitrary Jordan curves. 

Theorem 1 (see also [EM]). Fix a graph :9' o/type (p, n). 
(a) For t E Cd with It I < e -2x , there is a canonically (depending on :9' and t) 

constructed Riemann sur/ace St' The construction consists 0/ d tame plumbing 
operations. These Riemann sur/aces fill out an open set in the compactijication 
0/ the moduli space R(P, n) . 

(b) There exists a simply connected domain o/holomorphy D(:9') , (de-zx)d c 
D(:9') C (de-x/z)d , such that every Riemann sur/ace o/type (p, n) corresponds 
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to (in general, infinitely many) points t E D(~) via the the (general) plumbing 
construction. 

The parameters t described by the above theorem are the horocyclic coordi-
nates for moduli spaces referred to in the title of this paper. The surface St is 
nonsingular whenever all the t j are nonzero. The zero components of t corre-
spond precisely to the nodes of St' To describe the construction, start with v 
(thrice punctured) spheres, one for each vertex of ~ . If two vertices of ~ are 
joined by an edge ak , plumb the associated spheres using the parameter tk • 

On the resulting surface St' the edge ak is replaced by a tube with a partition 
curve or node. The complement of the set of nodes and partition curves is a 
disjoint union of v pairs of pants; these are the parts of St' The interpretation 
of the plumbing construction in a Kleinian group setting leads to the following 
uniformization 

Theorem 2. For each t E D(~) with tj =F 0, j = I, ... , d, we construct a 
unique torsion free terminal b-group r t C PSL(2, C) that represents St (see 
§5.1). The generators for r t are represented by elements of SL(2, C) whose 
entries are rational functions of log t j' j = 1 , ... , d . 

Theorem 3 (see also [EM, Bll, Mt3]). The graph ~ determines global complex 
analytic coordinates I T = (T I ' ... , T d) on the Teichmilller space T(p, n) with 
the following properties: 

(a) We have the inclusions 

U(I) x ... x U(d) :::> T(T(P, n» :::> (U2)d, 

where Uk = {z E C; 1m z > k}, k E lR +, UU) = UI/2 if the modular subsurface 
Tj corresponding to the jth edge in ~ is a four times punctured sphere, and UI 
otherwise (the edge corresponds to a punctured torus). 

(b) The Dehn twist about the curve ak corresponding to the kth edge in ~ 
is given by the restriction to T(T(P, n» of the translation of Cd by the vector 
2(0, ... , 0, I, 0, ... ,0) (where the one is in the kth spot). 

(c) Let c: [0, 1) -+ T(p, n) be a continuous path. For 0:5 s < I, let lk(s) 
be the hyperbolic length on the marked Riemann surface c(s) of the unique 
geodesic freely homotopic to the curve ak . Then lims-+ I 1m T k (s) = 00, whenever 
lims-+I lk(s) = O. 

(Here Tk(S) is the kth component of c(s).) 
Before describing a converse to part (c) of the above theorem, we discuss 

the nature of our coordinates and introduce some forgetful maps. We use the 
horocylic coordinates to identify T(p, n) with an open subset of Cd . Let J be 
a subset of {I, 2, ... , d} = 7L.d • Consider the topological surface with nodes 

IThese coordinates are essentially canonical. The t-coordinates are uniquely determined up to 
some signs by :§ and an ordering on its edges. To obtain the T'S one must choose branches of the 
logarithms of the t's. Thus each T j is uniquely determined by :§ modulo Z. 
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obtained from S by shrinking each curve a j , with j E J , to a node. Call the 
resulting surface SJ. The curves ak , k E Zd - J, form a maximal partition on 
each of the parts of SJ. We identify Cd-IJI with the subspace {t E cd; tj = 0 
for jEJ}. Let PJ betheprojectionof.Cd onto Cd-IJI and TJ(P,n) bethe 
image of T(p, n) under P J • As a consequence of an isomorphism theorem due 
to Maskit [Mt4], T J(p, n) is biholomorphic to the product of the Teichmiiller 
spaces of the parts of S J. . 

We are now ready to state the converse to Theorem 3(c). 

Theorem 3. (d) In addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 3(c), also assume that 
limS_ 1 Im-rk(s) = 00, k E J, and that lims_ 1 PJ(c(s» exists (in TJ(P, n». 
Then lims_ 1 lk(s) = 0, all k E J. 

Thus we have that for k E J, 1m -r k tends to plus infinity if and only if the 
hyperbolic length of the geodesic freely homotopic to ak tends to zero provided 
the remaining horocyclic coordinates converge. 

To see the relation between Theorems 1 and 3, let Do(g') consist of those 
points in D(g') with all coordinates nonzero. Then Do(g') is precisely 

r(T(p, n»/(2Z)d, 

where the generators of (2Z)d are the Dehn twists about the partition curves. 

Theorem 4. The group of automorphisms of g', Aut g' , acts as a group of com-
plex analytic self-maps of D(g') that preserves Do(g'). The quotient space 
D(g')/Autg' is a complex orbi/old. The quotient Do(g')/Autg' represents con-
jugacy classes of terminal regular b-groups determined by the graph g'. 

A road map to the proofs of the theorems of the introduction is as follows. 
Theorem l(a) is to be found in §3.5; the estimates for part (b) and Theorem 
3(a) appear in §§6.1 and 6.3. Theorem 2 is proven in §7.S. The horocyclic 
coordinates for Theorem 3 appear in §7.2. Theorem 3(b) is in §7.4, while parts 
(c) and (d) are proven in §11.6. Theorem 4 is established in §§9.4 and 9.7. 

ThIS paper is intended to be the first of a series; in subsequent parts we shall 
study 

II: The strong deformation spaces of Bers, and 
III: Cusp forms for terminal b-groups. 

We end the introduction with a few more remarks about motivation and 
a brief description of the historical background. The main motive is to find 
good complex analytic coordinates for moduli spaces. There are several reasons 
for continuing to seek such coordinates. Good coordinates for Teichmiiller 
spaces should be intrinsic, and one should be able to determine the relation-
ships between various sets of such coordinates. We are also interested in ob-
taining coordinates that extend to the "points at infinity" of moduli spaces; these 
points correspond to surfaces with nodes. The earliest complex coordinates for 
Teichmiiller spaces involve periods of abelian differentials (Ahlfors [AI, 1960] 
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and Rauch [Ra, 1960]) and Schwarzian derivatives of univalent maps (Bers [B 1, 
1958; B4, 1966]). Special classes of Kleinian groups produce coordinates for 
T(P, n); these have been investigated by Maskit [Mt3, 1974], Earle [E, 1981], 
Kra-Maskit [KM1, 1981; KM2, 1982], Kra [K6, 1988]. 

Beginning in the early 1970s Lipman Bers as well as Clifford Earle and Al-
bert Marden (joint work) began to study coordinates for compactified moduli 
space as well as the plumbing constructions known much earlier to algebraic 
geometers.2 Earle-Marden were probably among the first complex analysts to 
use plumbing constructions; they discussed plumbings during the 1972/73 spe-
cial year at Mittag-Leffler. Their results were alluded to in expository papers 
[Mnl, 1977; Mn2, 1980] and described in a recent research announcement 
[Mn3, 1987] by Marden. Bers introduced strong deformation spaces and new 
uses for Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates at the 1973 Maryland Conference; his re-
sults were announced without proofs in [B7, 1974; B8, 1974; B9, 1975; Bl1, 
1981]. Earle and Marden outlined their methods at talks at the Hawaii Con-
ference in 19793 and at Oberwolfach 1981; the proofs of their results are not 
in print except for the partial preprint [EM, ~ 1989]. Although Maskit [Mt3, 
1974] was mainly interested in coordinates for T(P, n), his methods lead as 
well to coordinates at infinity. In reviewing the literature on this subject one 
must also mention Fay's interesting book [F, 1973] although it approaches the 
subject from a more algebraic-geometric point of view. It should be remarked 
that the compactification of moduli space using horocyclic coordinates yields 
the same complex orbifold as the one studied by the algebraic geometers (for 
example [DM]). Clearly, a tremendous amount of work had been done in this 
area by early 1988. This body of work was used by many authors explicitly (for 
example, Masur [Mr, 1976], Earle-Kra [EK2, 1986], Wolpert [WI, 1983; W2, 
~ 1989], Earle-Sipe [ES, ~ 1989]) and Hejha1 [H2, ~ 1989]) despite the fact that 
most of the results and almost all proofs had not appeared in print. There was 
also speculation (conjectured by Bers) that the various approaches discussed 
above lead to essentially the same coordinates. 

My interest in the subject originated with an attempt to understand the differ-
ent methods of compactifying moduli space and to obtain geometric coordinates 
for T(p, n) [K6, 1988]. I used generalizations of the groups first considered by 
Maskit [Mt3] to obtain coordinates. These are terminal, regular b-groups. Bers 
[Bll] and Earle-Marden [EM] do not use b-groups; we shall discuss the exact 
relations between these three approaches in the second of this series of papers. 

Part (a) of Theorem 1 appears in [EM]. The constants in part (b) are new. 
The Earle-Marden construction "emphasizes the use of arbitrary coordinates on 
thrice punctured spheres. They thus obtain more general local coordinates on 

21 have been unable to trace the historical origins of the zw = t construction. 1 learned it from 
Marden and Wolpert (especially from the latter's 1987 Helsinki lecture). A special feature of the 
current work is the use of the rigid nature of this construction, if one restricts to special coordinates 
z and w. 

3 An abstract of Marden's talk was distributerl at this conference. 
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D(~). In our approach, we use only horocyclic coordinates on spheres, thus 
leading to a general definition of D(~) (see §3.5) that does not require analytic 
continuation. Theorem 2 is new and one of the main results of this investigation: 
the terminal b-group uniformizing the surface is a rational function of the 
logarithms of the plumbing parameters. This theorem will allow us to explore 
the relations between the constructions of this paper, and those of Maskit [Mt3], 
Bers [BII] and Earle-Marden [EM]. We will show as a result of Theorem 2, in 
part II, that the approaches of Bers, Earle-Marden, Maskit and this author to 
compactifying moduli space are essentially the same. Theorem 3 appears in [EM 
and Mt3]. A result of this type can also be derived from the ideas of [BII]. 
This paper contains the first proof of the existence of coordinates on T(p, n) 
having properties of parts (b), (c) and (d). Theorem 4 is new, but such a result 
can be derived from the methods of [EM, Mt3 or BII]. 

We have included in this paper, for the convenience of the reader, those 
results that are well known to the experts but are nevertheless absent from 
the literature. Our exposition of these topics includes material not previously 
formulated. We hope that the leisurely approach thal' we have taken will be of 
benefit to the reader. It is obvious that, in portions of this manuscript, I am 
reproving results obtained (but not published) by Earle-Marden and Bers. I hope 
that I have properly attributed credit to their work. This task is complicated 
because the evolving nature of the theorems and approaches in the research 
announcements makes it difficult to determine who knew what at which moment 
in time. It is my pleasure to thank the referee for a careful reading of this 
manuscript and for the many helpful suggestions. 
Notation. Z, Q, 1R, C: the integers, rationals, reals, complexes. 

Z+ , 1R+: the positive integers, reals. 
C = C U { oo}: the extended complex plane (similarly, Q, i) . 
Cd = (complex) euclidean d-dimensional space. 
JH[2 = upper half-plane = {' E C; 1m' > O} . 
JH[: = lower half-plane = {' E C; 1m' < O} . 
SL(2, C): 2 x 2 complex matrices of determinant I. 
PSL(2, C) = SL(2, C)/ ± I acting on C via Mobius transformations. 
SL(2, 1R) , PSL(2, 1R) , SL(2, Z) , PSL(2, Z): obvious subgroups of above 

two groups. 
PGL(2, Z): 2 x 2 integral matrices with determinant ±I, moduli ±I. 
A = [~!] E SL(2, C), tr A = (a + d). 
For parabolic A E SL(2, C), f(A) = fixed point of (the Mobius transfor-

mation) A. 
[A, B] = A-loB- l oA 0 B = commutator of the elements A and B of 

SL(2, C). 
cr(' , a, b, c) = ~ ~=b (a fixed cross ratio function of four distinct points 

in C). 
r = torsion free (usually) terminal b-group (see §5.1). 
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~ = ~(r) = invariant component of r. 
Q = Q(r) = region of discontinuity of r . 
A = A(r) = limit set of r . 
N(r) = normalizer of r in PSL(2, C) . 
Nqc(r) = normalizer of r in the group of quasiconformal automorphisms 

of t. 
:9' = augmented admissible graph (see §3.2). 
(p, n) = type of b-group r or of graph :9' . 
d = 3p - 3 + n = d(:9') . 
v = 2p - 2 + n = v(:9') . 
T(r) = Teichmiiller or deformation space of r (see §4.1). 
V(r) = punctured Teichmiiller curve of r (see §4.6). 
Modr = modular group of r (see §4.2). 
R(r) = Riemann or moduli space of r (see §4.2). 
T(p, n) = Teichmiiller space of Riemann surfaces of type (p, n) . 
D(:9') = TeichmiiIler (or deformation) space corresponding to graph :9' (see 

§3.5). 
Do(:9') = points in D(:9') representing nonsingular surfaces (see §3.8). 
V(:9') = curve over D(:9') (see §3.IO). . 
R(:9') = Riemann space corresponding to graph :9' (see §9.7). 
F(a, b, c) = triangle group defined in §12.1. 

I. HOROCYCLIC COORDINATES 

This section contains the basic facts about horocyclic coordinates on the 
thrice punctured sphere S as well as convenient ways to choose generators 
for covering groups of S. These groups are the basic building blocks for the 
constructions of terminal b-groups in §§5, 6 and 7 (via the Klein-Maskit [Mt3] 
combination theorems). 

1.1. We start with some useful language. 
(A) A horocycle or horocircle L for a parabolic Mobius transformation C 

with fixed point c is a circle through c invariant under C. We shall consider 
the horocircle to be oriented so that for all z e L - {c} , the three points z, 
C(z), and C2(z) follow each other in the positive orientation. By abuse of 
language we shall also call L - {c} a horocircle. The interior of a horocircle is 
called a horodisc. 

(B) Let r be a group of Mobius transformations and G a subgroup of r. 
Let X be a subset of t. We say that X is precisely invariant under G in r 
(Maskit [Mt3]) if y(X) = X for all y e G and y(X) is disjoint from X for 
all yer-G. 

(C) A triangle group is a Kleinian group r with invariant component ~ such 
that ~/r has signature (0, 3; vI' v2 ' v3 ) with V;-I + v;1 + v;1 < I. It is well 
known (see, for example [KI]) that ~ is a disc in t and hence two triangle 
groups are conjugate in PSL(2, C) if and only if they have the same signature. 
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FIGURE 1. The fundamental domain in lH[2 for triangle 
group F = F (00, 0, 1), showing the largest disjoint 
horodiscs of the same radii (e- 7r ). 
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We shall make extensive use of torsion free triangle groups (groups of signa-
ture (0, 3; 00, 00, 00». A notation for describing such groups will be found 
in §12. 

1.2. Let S be the thrice punctured sphere: 

(1.2.1) S = t _ {pi, p2, p3}, 

where pj E t for j = 1, 2, 3. Let p: lH[2 - S be a holomorphic universal 
covering map. Let F be the covering group of p. By conjugation, we may take 
F to be the level 2 principal congruence subgroup of PSL(2, Z) ; that is, 

F = {y E PSL(2, Z); y == I (mod2)}. 

The group F is generated by two parabolic motions 

( 1.2.2) [ -1 A-- 0 -2] 
-1 ' 

with 

( 1.2.3) [-3 2] A oB = -2 1 

also parabolic. Every parabolic element of F is conjugate to a power of one of 
the above three elements. A fundamental domain w for the action of F on 
lH[2 is shown in Figure 1. 
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The positively oriented straight lines {x + iyo; X E lR} with fixed Yo E lR are 
the horocircles for A and l8I2 + ! i = {z E C; 1m z > !} is precisely invariant 
under the cyclic subgroup (A) in F. 

The map p extends continuously to the parabolic fixed points of F (that is, 
to Q c R = ol8I2) and it involves no loss of generality to assume that 

I 2 3 p(oo) = P , p(O) = P , p(l) = P . 

The map p induces a canonical correspondence between conjugacy classes of 
maximal parabolic cyclic subgroups of F and the punctures of S. Thus the 
punctures pI, p2, p3 on S are determined by (or correspond to) the primitive 
parabolic elements A, B, (A 0 B)-I of F. 

1.3. Let r be any torsion free triangle group. Two parabolic elements A and 
B are called canonical generators for r if they generate r and if A 0 B is 
also parabolic. The generators of F (of § 1.2) given by (1.2.2) are obviously 
canonical generators. Clearly, any primitive parabolic element of r can appear 
as one of a pair of canonical generators, and each generator must be a primitive 
element of r. 
Lemma. Let r be a torsion free triangle group. Let (A, C) and (A, CI ) be 
two sets of canonical generators for r. Then there exists an n E Z with CI = 
A nl2 0 Co A-n12 . 

Proof. Without loss of generality r = F , the triangle group described in § 1.2, 
and A is given by (1.2.2). Choose a lift of C to SL(2,C) with trC=-2; 

C _ [a b] 
- c -2-a ' 

2 - 2a - a - bc = 1 , 

where a is an odd integer and b, c are even integers. Since A 0 C is parabolic, 
tr(A 0 C) = ±2. If tr(A 0 C) = 2, then c = 0 and r is elementary (see also 
[K5]). Thus tr(A 0 C) = -2 and it follows that (A, C) is a canonical pair of 
generators for F if and only if 

C =[a -!(1+a)2] , ( d2) 2 _ 2 _ a a E Z, a == 1 mo . 

The fixed point f(C) is !(1 + a) E Z. Take B of (1.2.1). It follows that 

C = A nl2 0 B 0 A-n12 , n = !(1 + a) = fixed point of C. 

Remark. Note that if (A, C) is a canonical pair of generators for r then 
(A, C- I ) is not canonical; that is, A 0 C- I must be hyperbolic. We also observe 
that for a pair (A, C) of canonical generators for r, AoC = AI/2 oC- 1 oA- 1/2 

and hence f(A 0 C) = A I/2 (f(C)). 
Let r be a torsion free triangle group. Two pairs (AI' BI) and (A2' B 2 ) 

of canonical generators for r are equivalent provided Al is conjugate to A;I 
and BI is conjugate to B;I in r.- Choose an invariant component A of r 
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and a covering map p of S by ~ with covering group r. Then (AI' BI) is 
equivalent to (A2' B2) if and only if p(f(AI)) = p(f(A2» and p(f(BI)) = 
p(f(B2» . 
Corollary. Let (A, B) be canonical generators for the torsion free triangle group 
r. The most general pair of canonical generators for r equivalent to (A, B) are 
(CoAoC- I , CoA"oBoA-"oC- I) and (CoA-loC- 1 , CoA"oB-loA-noC- I) 
with n E Z and C E r. 
Remarks. (1) Let r be a torsion free triangle group with invariant components 
~ and ~ •. Let (A, B) be canonical generators for r. We observe that the fixed 
points of A, B and B- 1 0 A-I always lie on the same side of the respective 
horocircles determined by these elements on a given component. The fixed 
points lie to the left of the horocircles on ~ if and only if they lie to the right 
of the horocircles on ~ •. 

(2) Let (A j ,Bj ) be canonical generators for the triangle group Fj' j = 
1 , 2. There exists a unique C E PSL(2, C) such that CoAl 0 C- I = A2 , 

Co BloC-I = B2 and CFI C- I = F2. See §12.1 

1.4. Proposition. Consider the thrice punctured sphere S endowed with the 
Poincare metric d of constant negative curvature -1. Let pi and p2 be 
two distinct punctures on S. There exists on S a unique simple geodesic 
c = C(pl , p2). c: R. ---. S. such that for the arc length parametrization c(s). 

(1.4.1) lim c(s) = pi , 
5-00 

lim c(s) = p2. 
s ........ -oo 

Proof. We use the notation of § 1.2. Existence of c is trivial. Set 

( 1.4.2) s E R.. 

Property (1.4.1) holds and 

( 1.4.3) 

Let c be a simple geodesic that satisfies (1.4.1) (see Figure 2, p. 510). The 
lift of c may be chosen as a straight line in JEl[2 , perpendicular to R.. Its end 
point is the fixed point of a generator BI of F with the property that BI is 
conjugate to B in F and (A, BI ) is a canonical pair of generators. Now by 
Lemma 1.3, B) = An/2 0 B 0 A-"/2 with n E Z. But n must be even because 
A 1/ 2oBoA-1/ 2 =(AoB)-1 is not conjugate in F to B. Thus C=c. 

Remark. The thrice punctured sphere S = JH[2 / F has a unique anticonformal 
involution J fixing the three punctures; J is induced by the self-map of JH[2 
given by z 1-+ - z. The fixed curves of J are precisely the three geodesics 
described by the proposition. A symmetric fundamental domain for F, with 
lifts for the three geodesic curves, is shown in Figure 3 (see p. 511). 
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{ -~ e forO<8<7T 

r=r(8)= -./(8-"')(21r-e~ - • 
e for 7Ts.8s.27T. 

FIGURE 2. Canonical generators determined by a sim-
ple geodesic between punctures on a thrice punctured 
sphere and a target domain of a horocyclic coordinate 
at pi relative to p2. 

1.5. We now use the geodesics defined above to introduce distinguished coor-
dinates at the punctures of thrice punctured spheres. Assume the situation of 
Proposition 1.4 and let p3 be the third puncture on S. We define a function 
1 on a deleted neighborhood N of pi by 

(1.5.1) ZEN, 

where we choose the branch of p -I so that 1 maps the portion of c = 
C(pl, p2) inside N into the open unit interval I = {z E IC; 0 < Re Z < 1, 
1m Z = O}. The function 1 has a holomorphic extension to the origin of N 
(the point pi) that satisfies 1(0) = O. The germ of 1 can be continued analyt-
ically along all curves in S U {pi}. Thus the germ of 1 defines a holomorphic 
function on each simply connected domain D in S U {pi}. The resulting 
function is necessarily injective. A maximal domain of definition for this func-
tion consists of the complement in t of a simple curve from p2 to p3. In 
particular, we now let 1 be our function defined on 

( 1.5.2) 

Thus we have I(pl) = 0, I(c) = I and lims __ oo I(c(s)) = 1. Now if Xj = 
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112+ i.j3/6 

FIGURE 3. The three geodesics determined by the punc-
tures on a surface of type (0, 3). 

c(s) , j = 1,2, then from (1.4.3) and (1.5.1) we see that 

d(xl' x2) = lSI - s21 = IIOg G~:~~~~DI· 

511 

Further, the formula for J shows that it defines an isometry from D - {pI} 
with metric d (the restriction of the Poincare metric on S of curvature -1) 
into the punctured unit disc {O < Iwl < I} with its hyperbolic metric (ds = 
-Idwl/lwilog Iwl). As a matter of fact, this property characterizes J. 
Proposition and definition. Let g be the germ oj a h%morphic local homeomor-
phism defined in a neighborhood No oj pI E Su {pI}. Assume that g(pl) = 0 
and that g maps the portion oj c inside No isometrically into the positive real 
axis in the punctured disc. Then g = J (as germs). Any analytic continuation 
oj J is hence called a horocyC/ic coordinate at pI relative to p2. 
Proof. Let rp = g 0 r I . Then rp is defined in some neighborhood NI of the 
origin, rp has a simple zero at 0, rp(I n NI) c I and for some fixed e > 0 we 
have 

( IOgrp(XI») 10gxI 
log I () = log -I - for all 0 < x2 < XI < e. ogrp x2 ogx2 

We conclude that logrp(x)jlogx is a constant a for X E In NI . Hence 
log rp( z) = a log z ,all z E NI - {O}. Choose the branch of log rp which is real on 
In NI and continue it analytically around the origin. Since rp(z) = z'll(z) , for 
Izl small, with'll holomorphic and nonzero at 0, it follows that the continuation 
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of log rp around the origin leads to log rp + 211: i. Thus Q = 1 and rp is the 
identity map. 

Remarks. For the horocyclic coordinate f with domain D defined by (1.5.2), 
we have: 

(1) The image f(D) contains the disc of radius e -7r:/2 about the origin. 
(2) For all () E lR., the curve {z ED - {pi}; argf(z) = ()} is a geodesic on 

the surface S. 
(3) For 0 < rl < r2 < e-7r:/2, the two parallel circles (which we will call 

horocircles on S relative to the puncture pi) {z E D- {pi}; If(z)1 = r), j = 
1,2, are at distance ~log(r2/rl) from each other. The interior of a horocircle 
is called a horodisc (it is, of course, a punctured disc on S). 

(4) The domain D contains the geodesic C(pl , p3) = c and lims __ oo f(c(s)) 
= -1. 

(5) The domain of a horocyclic coordinate is not well defined. The germ of 
any horocyclic coordinate at a puncture relative to another is well defined. Our 
constructions involving horocyclic coordinates will depend only on the germ of 
the coordinate (by uniqueness of analytic continuation). Hence it makes sense 
to speak of "the" horocyclic coordinate at pi relative to p2 . 

Corollary. (a) If 1; is the horocyclic coordinate at pi relative to p3 then 1; = 
-f· 

(b) If 1; is the horocyclic coordinate at p2 relative to pi then (1ogf)(logl;) 
= 11:2 (use, in each case, the branch of the logarithm that is real on c). 

1.6. We leave it to the reader to verify the following 

Proposition. (a) Horodiscs of radii less than e-7r: about-distinct punctures on S 
are disjoint. Any two horodiscs of radii r, e-7r: < r < e-7r:/2 (about distinct 
punctures), intersect nontrivially. 

(b) Horodiscs of radii r, e-.,(37r:/2 < r < e-7r:/2 , about the three punctures cover 
all of S (but no smaller number will do). 

Remarks. (1) For each r with 0 < r ~ e -7r:/2 , we can look at the space Yr 
obtained by deleting from S the open horodiscs of radii r about each of the 
punctures. For 0 < r < e -7r:, Yr is a pair of pants; that is, Yr is a bordered 
Riemann surface whose interior is topologically equivalent to S. For r = e -7r: , 
each pair of boundary curves of Yr intersects in a single point: "the midpoint" 
of the (infinite length) simple geodesic connecting the corresponding punctures. 

(2) Let Zj be a horocyclic 'coordinate at pj, j = 1,2. Let us consider 
horocircles of radii rj (in the coordinate Zj' 0 < rl < e-7r:/2). The product 
(logrl)(logr2 ) determines the relative position of the two horocircles: they are 
disjoint if the product is greater than 11:2 , they are tangent at one point if the 
product equals 11:2 and they intersect in two points if the product is less than 
11:2 . This observation will be useful in §2.1. 
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1.7. The modular group PSL(2, Z) is the normalizer of F in PSL(2, JR). Note 
that PSL(2, Z)/ F = Aut(JH[2 / F) = Y; = permutation group on three letters. 
The two Mobius transformations 

AI/2 = [1 1] ° 1 ' 
BI/2 = [I 0] 

-1 I ' 

for example, generate PSL(2, Z) / F . For each puncture P on S , there exists an 
automorphism rp of S which fixes P and interchanges the other two punctures. 
If z is a horocyclic coordinate at the puncture P, then the automorphism rp 
is completely described by rp(z) = -z . 

The normalizer N(F) of F in PSL(2, q is the Z2-extension of PSL(2, Z) 
by the motion Eo = i[ ~ ~I ] • This normalizer may be identified with PGL(2, Z) . 
Further, PGL(2, Z)/ F = Y; E9 Z2. It follows that if E E N(F) satisfies 
Eo A 0 E- I = A±I , then there are only two possibilities: either 

(I) E(JH[2) = JH[2 and E = Ak/2 with k E Z (in this case Eo A 0 E- I = A), 
or 

(II) E(JH[2) = JH[: (= the lower half-plane) and E"= Eo 0 Ak/2 with k E Z 
(in this case Eo A 0 E- I = A-I). 

2. THE ZW = t PLUMBING CONSTRUCTION 

This section describes the basic plumbing construction. We build surfaces of 
type (0,4) by plumbing two surfaces of type (0,3). Surfaces of type (1, 1) 
are constructed by plumbing a single (0, 3) surface. The limiting cases of these 
constructions lead to surfaces with nodes. 

2.1. Let S be the thrice punctured sphere and let z be a horocyclic coordinate 
at a puncture on S. For 0< r < e-7C / 2 , let 

(2.1.1) S(r) = S - {P E S; ° < Iz(P)1 ~ r}. 

Define S(o) = S. If w is a horocyclic coordinate at another puncture of S, 
then 

(2.1.2) {Q E S; ° < Iw(Q)1 < r} c S(r) , 

for r < min{e- 7C / 2 , e7C2/logr}. See §1.6. 

2.2. Consider two thrice punctured spheres SI and S2. Let z and w be 
horocyclic coordinates at punctures pi and p2 of Sl and S2, respectively. 
For each tEe with ° < It I < e-7C , we construct a Riemann surface St by 
introducing an equivalence relation on the disjoint union Sir) U S~r)' where 
r = e 7C / 2Itl. A point P E Sir) is identified with a point Q on S~r) if and only if 

(2.2.1 ) z(P)w(Q) = t. 
See Figure 4 on page 515. Clearly St is a Riemann surface of type (0, 4). There 
exist canonical embeddings S(r) -+ St' j = I , 2. The surface St contains the 
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annulus .>af,; it is described in terms of the z and w coordinates by 

{P ESt; r < Iz(P)1 < e-7I'/2} = {Q ESt; r < Iw(Q)1 < e-7I'/2}. 

The modulus of .>af, is -! - 2~logltl' The complement of the closure of .>af, 
in St is the disjoint union S(~-K/2) U ste-1l/2). Each puncture on St still has 
a horocyclic coordinate; however, its domain of definition has changed. The 
image of such a coordinate may no longer cover, for example, the disc of radius 
e -71'/2 about the origin. If, however, It I < e -371'/2 ,then (r < e -71' and) each of 
the horocyclic mappings on St covers the disc of radius e -71' about zero. See 
Remark (2) of § 1.6. 

By construction, the surface St has a distinguished simple closed loop in .>af,. 
It is described in terms of the z and w coordinates by 

(2.2.2) {P ESt; Iz(P)1 = vTtT} = {Q E St; Iw(Q)1 = vTtT} . 
This curve will be called the central curve on .>af,; it partitions St into two 
(topological) thrice punctured spheres (see also §2.4). 

Remark. The horocyclic coordinates on St are defined by the embeddings of 
S(r) , j = I and 2, into St. If one represents the surface St as /!jr with r 
a Kleinian group with invariant component /!, then the parabolic elements of 
r define horocycles on St. These horocycles do not in general agree with the 
horocycles determined by our horocyclic coordinates. They will agree if r is 
a terminal b-group with the accidental parabolic elements of r corresponding 
to the central curves on St (see §7.2). 

2.3. Several choices were made in the above construction. For a given tEe, 
0< It I < e-7I' , we chose r = e7l'/2 Itl . We can choose any r E lR with e7l'/21tl :5 
r < vTtT. The construction leads to the same surface, since in each case z is 
being continued analytically by defining z = t/w on part of the domain of w. 
To construct families of surfaces depending analytically on t, it is convenient 
to use values of r that depend on the range of the t parameter. 

Special case. Consider the case 0 < It I < e-271' and r = e7l'Iti < e-7I'. The 
plumbing construction takes place in the annuli 

(2.3.1 ) 

Thus the open horodiscs of radii e -71' about each of the four punctures on St 
are disjoint (and we can repeat our construction). 

The plumbing construction. In the above construction we have used annuli that 
are filled out by horocircles. We shall say that the plumbing construction is 
tame. We proceed to describe the not necessarily tame plumbing construction. 
Let a l and a2 be simple closed curves on SI and S2 which are contractible 
to the punctures pI and p2, respectively. Let ~ (i = 1, 2) be an annular 
neighborhood of ai . Assume that .sat; (respectively, .w;) is contained in a 
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FIGURE 4. The plumbing construction on disjoint sur-
faces. 

SIS 

domain for a horocyclic coordinate z (w) at pi (p2). The complement of 
~ in Si consists of two components; precisely one of these is a punctured disc. 
Let 

S:runcated = Si - {closure of this punctured disc} . 

The annulus ~ has two boundary components; precisely one of these, the 
inner boundary, is part of boundary S;runcated (we call the other one the outer 
boundary of ~). Assume now that there exists a one-to-one holomorphic map 
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f of ~ onto ~ with 

f( outer boundary of ~) = inner boundary of .w; , 
and there exists atE C· , such that the map f is given by w = f( z) = t / z. We 
define a surface S by introducing an equivalence relation on the disjoint union 
St~ncated U S;runcated; a point P E ~ is identified with its image f(P) E ~. 
In this case, we shall say that the surface S = St has been obtained from SI 
and S2 by the (not necessarily tame) plumbing construction or operation with 
gluing or plumbing parameter t. It is clear that St carries (as before) a central 
curve (namely, a1). The important feature of the above definition is that we 
use distinguished coordinates to define the gluing parameters. The surface St 
has been constructed by introducing an equivalence relation: a point P on ~ 
is identified with a point Q on .w; if and only if z(P)w(Q) = t. This relation 
can be used to extend the definition of the z and w coordinates to an open 
set containing the image of ~ u.w; in St. It is not obvious that the surface 
St depends only on t (and not on the choice of the two annuli). We will show, 
using Kleinian groups, that the gluing construction is independent of the choice 
of annuli. See Theorems 6.2 and 7.3. For an alternate direct proof see §14. 
From now on, unless otherwise indicated, "plumbing" means "not necessarily 
tame plumbing". 

Remarks. (1) The Klein four group acts as a group of automorphisms on St. 
Using the z and w coordinates (the relation zw = t can be used to extend z 
and w to be defined on the complement in St of two simple curves; each of 
these curves joins two punctures), we describe the three involutions: 

(2.3.2) 
(2.3.3) 
(2.3.4) 

J1 (P) = Q ¢:} z(P) = -z(Q) , 
J2 (P) = Q ¢:} z(P) = w(Q), 

J3 = J2 0 J1 = J1 0 J2 • 

(2) Note that (see also §6.2) St is conformally equivalent to S_t (they have, 
however, different "markings"); and thus the conformal equivalence class of St 
does not depend on the choice of horocyclic coordinate (we can replace z by 
-z and/or w by -w). 

(3) We will show that every marked surface can be constructed by a finite 
number of plumbings. We will have to use nontame plumbings. It is not known 
whether every surface (ignoring markings) can be constructed using only tame 
constructions with horocyclic coordinates. See §§6.1, 6.3, and 7.5. 

2.4. We modify the tame constructions of §§2.2 and 2.3 to the case of a single 
sphere. Let z and w be horocyclic coordinates at distinct punctures of the 
thrice punctured sphere S. Choose t E C with 0 < It I < e-27r • We consider 
(here r = e7r lt!) 

S~r) = S - ({P E S; 0 < Iz(P)1 :5 r} U {Q E S; 0 < Iw(Q)1 :5 r}). 
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The equivalence relation on S~r) identifies two points P and Q if and only 
if they satisfy z(P)w(Q) = t. The resulting Riemann surface St is of type 
(1 , 1). See Figure 5 on page 518. The surface St contains the annulus .w; 
described in terms of the z and w coordinates by 

{P ESt; r < Iz(P)1 < e-x } = {Q ESt; r < Iw(Q)1 < e- x }, 

respectively. The modulus of .w; is -1 - 2~logltl. The complement of the 
closure of .w; in St is S~;-K). The surface St also contains two intersecting 
annuli (each containing .w;). These annuli can be described in terms of local 
coordinates by 

{P E St; r < Iz(P)1 < e -It/2} , {Q E St; r < Iw(Q)1 < e -X/2} , 

respectively. Each of these annuli has modulus -i - 2~logltl. The puncture 
on St has a horocyclic coordinate whose image always contains the disc of 
radius e- lt • It contains the disc of radius e-x / 2 whenever It I < e-3x (that is, 
whenever r < e-2X ). Each of the surfaces S - {P E S; 0 < Iz(P)1 :::; r} and 
S - {Q E S; 0 < Iw (Q) I :::; r} embeds into St. The central curve described by 
(2.2.2) provides a maximal partition of St. 

Remarks. (1) The surface St has an involution J acting on it. It is described 
in terms of the z, w coordinates by formula (2.3.3) for J2 • 

(2) Let pi, p2, p3 be the three punctures on S. Let Ii} be the horocyclic 
coordinate at pi relative to pi . Let St be the surface obtained for z = hi and 
w = 113 and gluing parameter t. Similarly, let St be the surface for z = 132 
and w = 113 and gluing parameter t. Then St is conformally equivalent to 
S_t (as surfaces with a partition). However, in general, St is not conformally 
equivalent to S_t (see §11.8). 

2.5. We have seen that for 0 < It I < e-2X , the constructions described above 
are tame, involve two horodiscs of radii e -x and do not affect the remaining 
horodiscs of radii <. e -x. This permits us to iterate the constructions. The 
combinatorial machinery for the general construction will be described in §3. 
It is obvious that in the constructions of §§2.2 and 2.3, the thrice punctured 
spheres may be replaced, by induction, by arbitrary surfaces with horocyclic 
coordinates defined at the punctures. Similarly, the construction of §2.4 involv-
ing a single Riemann surface and its non tame generalization can be carned out 
on an arbitrary hyperbolic surface with two or more punctures (with horocyclic 
coordinates defined at the punctures). 

2.6. The above constructions can be extended to t = o. Consider the fiber 
space with total space 

3 -2x -x -x V = {(z , w, t) E C ; It I < e ,Izi < e ,Iwl < e ,zw = t}, 
base space 

-2x B = {t E C; It I < e }, 
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FIGURE 5. The plumbing construction on a single sur-
face. 

and projection p that sends (z, W, t) to t. Note that V is a complex manifold 
of dimension 2 (the Jacobian matrix of zw = t has rank 1 everywhere). The 
fiber p-I(t) over t =f 0 is the annulus ~ described in z and w coordinates 
by 

{z E C; eXltl < Izl < e-x } = {w E C; eXltl < Iwl < e-x }; 

the relation between the z and w coordinates on ~ is, of course, zw = t . 
The fiber over 0 is the singular Riemann surface {(z, w) E C2 ; Izl < e-x , 

Iwi < e-x , zw = O}. It has a node at (0,0) and is nonsingular elsewhere. 
We proceed to enlarge the fiber space (same base) so that the fiber over a point 
t =f 0 is St (as defined in §§2.2 and 2.4). 

For the (0, 4) construction, consider the fiber spaces V I ' V 2 each over B 
whose fibers over t are the Riemann surfaces S(IJitT) and S~Jiii) (as defined 
by (2.1.1) with respect to the local coordinates introduced in §2.2 which we 
now label z I and w2 ). The fibers over 0 are SI and S2 (respectively). A 
point (P, t) in VI (thus P E S(IJitT,) is identified with (z, w, t l ) in V if and 
only if t = t I and z I (P) = z. Similarly, a point (Q, t) in V 2 is identified 
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with (Z, w, t l ) in V if and only if t = II and w2(Q) = w. The disjoint 
union V I U V U V 2 with the equivalence relation introduced above is a complex 
manifold V(O, 4). Each of the manifolds V, VI and V2 embeds into V. The 
projection V(O, 4) -+ B defines a fiber space whose fiber over t#;O is St (of 
§2.2) and over t = 0 is a four times punctured sphere with a single node (it 
is SI U S2 with the punctures corresponding to the origins of the horocyclic 
coordinates identified to form a node). 

The (1, 1) construction is quite similar. We let Vo be the fiber space over 
B whose fiber at t#;O is S~y'iii) (see §2.4). The fiber over 0 is S. The 
identifications are 

(ZI(P), t) = (z, w, t) and (z, W, t) = (w2(Q) , t) 

(using obvious notation conventions). The fiber space V(I, 1) is the disjoint 
union Vo U V modulo the above equivalence relation. The fiber over t#;O 
is St (of §2.4) and the fiber over 0 is the surface S with the origins of two 
horocyclic coordinates identified to form a node. 

The above considerations lead us to define the plumbing constructions for 
I 2 .. 

I = O. If Sand S are two Riemann surfaces and pJ is a puncture on S' 
(j = 1,2), then So is the surface obtained by identifying pi E SI U {pi} 
with p2 E S2 U {p2} to form a node. Similarly for a single surface with two 
punctures. 

3. THE PLUMBING CONSTRUCTION FOR AN ADMISSIBLE GRAPH 

In this section we describe how to construct an arbitrary surface of finite 
hyperbolic type from a collection of thrice punctured spheres by a series of 
plumbings. An admissible graph controls the topological and combinatorial 
aspects of the construction and gluing parameters control the analytic aspects. 
A moduli space is constructed for each admissible graph. 

3.1. Let (p, n) be a pair of nonnegative integers with v = 2p - 2 + n > O. Then 
d = 3p - 3 + n ~ O .. For t = (tl"" , td) E Cd, we let It I be its Loo-norm (see 
(0.1)). We construct a region Dc Cd that covers part of the compactification 
of R(p, n). The complement in D of the coordinate hyperplanes is an inter-
mediate covering space lying above R(p, n) and below T(p, n). Here T(p, n) 
is the Teichmiiller space of Riemann surfaces of finite analytic type (p, n) , 
R(p, n) is the moduli or Riemann space of conformal equivalence classes of 
surfaces of type (p, n) and R(p, n) is its compactification. For each point t 
in D, we construct a Riemann surface St' This surface may have nodes and 
has a partial marking by simple closed partition curves. The complement of the 
nodes and partition curves is a union of v pairs of pants. In order to organize 
our data, it is convenient to introduce a class of (almost trivalent) graphs. 

3.2. Consider a connected labeled graph ~ on v(~) = v vertices (SI, S2 , ... , 
Sv) and d(~) = d edges (a l , ... , ad)' We assume that at most three edges 
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meet at anyone vertex. A graph :?f of the above type will be called an admissi-
ble graph of type (p, n). We associate a sphere with three holes to each vertex 
of :?f. If two vertices are joined by an edge, then we glue the corresponding 
spheres along boundary curves. This pair of boundary curves then forms a par-
tition curve. We obtain a (topological) surface S of type (p, n) and a set of d 
curves 1: that partitions S into a union of v pairs of pants. The topological 
data (S, 1:) is uniquely determined by the graph :?f; we shall call it the surface 
(with maximal partition) corresponding to the graph. Conversely, every surface 
S of type (p, n) with a maximal partition 1: determines an admissible graph 
:?f of type (p, n). 

We augment our graph slightly. If fewer than three, say i = 0, 1, or 2, edges 
meet at a vertex, then we adjoin to the graph 3 - i phantom edges emanating 
from this given vertex. A phantom edge does not connect the vertex either to 
itself or to another vertex. An admissible graph of type (p, n) has exactly n 
phantom edges (these will be labeled ad+" ... , ad+n ) and the augmented graph 
(that is, the union of :?f and the phantom edges) has precisely three edges or 
phantom edges emanating from each vertex. 

Remark. There is precisely one admissible graph of type (p, n) for (p,.n) = 
(0, 3), (0, 4) or (1, 1). The augmented graph of the type (0, 3) consists of 
one vertex and three phantom edges emanating from it. The graph of type 
(0, 4) consists of two vertices and one edge joining them plus two phantom 
edges emanating from each vertex. The augmented graph of type (1, 1) consists 
of one vertex, one edge (joining the vertex to itself) and an additional phantom 
edge. See Figure 6. 

Let sj , j = 1, ... , v , be a vertex of :?f . Each of the three edges or phantom 
edges emanating from sj is associated with a (topological) puncture on the 
surface sj. We label the punctures using the ordering on the edges emanating 
from this vertex (if an edge ak joins sj to itself, then we arbitrarily assign an 
ordering to the two punctures connected by ak ). The three punctures on sj 
are labeled as pji. We interpret i as an integer mod 3 corresponding to the 
cyclic ordering of the punctures. 

The edges of :?f can be oriented. If the edge ak joins sj to Sf with j < l , 
then the positive orientation of ak goes from sj to Sf (thus a;;l is the same 
edge oriented from Sf to sj). If the edge ak joins a vertex to itself, then we 
arbitrarily assign an orientation to it; in this case ak and a;; I are two of the 
three edges starting from the vertex. Each phantom edge is oriented to start at 
a vertex (it ends at a puncture not associated to any vertex). It is also useful to 
have a second labeling for the punctures pji . An edge ak starts at the puncture 
(to be labeled) p~nitia1 and ends at the puncture p~ermina1 • Phantom edges have 
only initial punctures in this sense. 

It involves no loss of generality to assume that the edges a, ' ... ,ad (exclud-
ing the phantom edges) have been ordered so that the graph ~ obtained by 
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(0) type (0,3) 

°t 

(c)type (0,5) (d)type (1,1) 

°2 
(e)type(1,2) (f) type (1,2) 

FIGURE 6. The six simplest augmented graphs. Note 
that the only signatures for which there exists precisely 
one graph are: (0, 3), (0, 4), (0, 5) and (I, I). 

52' 

restricting :9' to the first k edges a" ... , ak ' and all the vertices they join, 
is connected (hence also admissible of some type (p', n') satisfying 0 < v' = 
2p' - 2 + n' ~ v). Here k = 0, ... ,d, ~ is the trivial graph of type (0,3) 
and thus :9'd = :9'. We note that for k = 0, ... , d - I , the graph :9'k+' is 
obtained by joining :9'k to the graph of type (0, 3) along phantom edges or by 
joining two distinct phantom edges on :9'k to form an edge. A semi-canonical 
ordering for the edges of :9' is an ordering of the edges of :9' with the prop-
erty that for k = 0, ... ,v - I, the graph ~ is of type (0, k + 3); thus for 
k = v, ... , d, the graph :9'k is of type (k - v + I , 3v - 2k). Further, the edge 
a, starts at the vertex Sl , for k = I , ... , v - I the edge ak starts at a vertex 
of :9'k_l and ends at the new vertex of:9'k (it is assigned the lowest possible 
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new vertex label), for k = v, ... , d the edge ak joins two vertices of ~k that 
have already been labeled in ~-l ' and for k = d + 1 , ... , d + n the phantom 
edge ak start at a previously labeled vertex of ~ = ~d . 
Remark. Consider the augmented graph ~ embedded in :IR? The boundary 
of a regular neighborhood of the augmented graph ~ in ]R3 is (topologically) 
the surface S of type (p, n) corresponding to ~. The edges and phantom 
edges of ~ determine tubes or annuli on S . The central curves on each of the 
annuli determined by the edges (excluding phantom edges) partition S into a 
union of pairs of pants. The phantom edges determine the punctures on S. 
This surface S will also, at times, be denoted by the symbol ~ . 

3.3. Let ~ be an admissible augmented graph of type (p, n). Let a be an 
edge on ~ . We break the edge a and form two phantom edges. If the resulting 
graph ~' is still connected, it is an admissible graph of type (p - 1 , n + 2) . 
If the breaking operation results in two graphs ~' and ~" , then these graphs 
are admissible of types (p', n') and (p", n") , respectively, with p = p' + p" , 
n = n' + n" - 2. We shall say that the new graph or graphs have been obtained 
by a break. Conversely, given a graph gj' with two phantom edges, then these 
two phantom edges can be joined and given an orientation to form a new graph 
~. We say that ~ is an HNN~extension of the graph ~' . Similarly, given two 
graphs ~' and ~" each with a phantom edge, then these phantom edges can 
be joined to form a new graph ~: the AFP of~' and ~" . It is obvious that 
the above operations can be iterated. An arbitrary graph of type (p, n) can 
be constructed from graphs of type (0, 3) by v-I AFP-operations followed 
by p HNN-operations. Special cases of these operations were discussed in §3.2 
when we defined the semicanonical ordering of the edges of a graph. 

3.4. We now introduce the family of Riemann surfaces constructed from thrice 
punctured spheres using plumbing operations. It will tum out that our family 
contains all surfaces (see §§7.2 and 7.6) of finite analytic type. 

Let ~ be an admissible augmented graph of type (p, n). Let (S, 1:) be the 
topological surface with maximal partition corresponding to the graph ~. An 
admissible Riemann surface of graph type ~ (~-admissible surface, for short) 
will be a Riemann surface structure (possibly with nodes) on S together with 
a distinguished atlas of (complex) coordinates on S; the atlas will consist of 
n horocyciic coordinates, one for each puncture on S. The distinguished atlas 
need not cover all of S. We define the ~-admissible surfaces by induction on 
d(~) ~ O. 

If d(~) = 0 (that is, ~ is of type (0,3», then .9(~) consists of the 
thrice punctured sphere together with a choice of a horocyclic coordinate at 
each puncture. Let us assume that we have defined the family .9(~) for all 
graphs ~ with d(~) < d, d E Z+. To define .9(~) for a graph ~ with 
d(~) = d, we break the graph ~ at an edge and hence we may assume that 
~ is either the AFP of ~' and ~" (then d(~') + d(~/I) = d - 1) or ~ is an 
HNN-extension of ~' (with d(~') = d - 1). 
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By induction, we have defined the families .5P(~') (and .5P(~"), in the 
first case). In the AFP case, there are phantom edges a' on ~' and a" on 
~" that form an edge on ~. Let Sl and S2 be surfaces in .5P(~') and 
.5P(~II), respectively. Let Z (w) be the distinguished horocyclic coordinate 
on S I (S2) corresponding to the puncture determined by the phantom edge 
a' (a"). A Riemann surface S will belong to .5P(~) if we can find surfaces 
S I and S2 as above, so that S is constructed from them by a not necessarily 
tame plumbing operation (involving some plumbing parameter t) using the 
local coordinates z and w. The distinguished local coordinates on S are 
the remaining distinguished coordinates of SI and S2. A similar definition 
yields the family .5P(~) when ~ is an HNN-extension of ~'. A surface 
S E .5P(~) carries not only n distinguished horocyclic coordinates but also d 
valid plumbing parameters. The plumbing parameters uniquely determine the 
Riemann surface. We establish this fact in §§7.2 and 14. 

3.5. The deformation space D(~) associated to the augmented admissible graph 
~ is the domain of valid parameters t E Cd for surfaces in .5P(~). We describe 
the specific choices to construct this space. It will turn out (Theorem 7.2) that 
this space is independent of the choices. For the time being, we use a graph 
~ with a semicanonical ordering for the edges and the labeling of the edges, 
vertices and punctures described in §3.2. 

We let Zji be the horocyclic coordinate at pji relative to pji+1 . It is also 
. I b I initial ( terminal) h pji pinitial (pterminal) convement to a e Zk Zk = Zji' W enever = k k . 

We define the region D(~) C Cd as the set of valid plumbing parameters 
t = (tl ' .. , ,td ) for surfaces SI E .5P(~) using the above decomposition of ~ 
and choices of horocyclic coordinates. To be specific, observe that the graph ~ 
is either of type (0,4) or (1, 1). Assume that ~ is of type (0,4) and see 
Figure 6. The edge a l joins the puncture pilon SI to the puncture p21 on 
S2. Then tl E D(~I) if and only if tl is a gluing parameter for the plumbing 
construction described in §2.3 with Z = Zll and w = Z21 . Similarly, for ~ of 
type (1, 1). We use, of course, the plumbing construction described in §2.5. 

Let 1 $ k $ d - 1 and to = (tl ' ... , tk ) E D(~k)' Then the edge ak+1 joins 
a puncture pj; on SIO to either another puncture pi'i' on SIO or to a new 
puncture pi'i' on a thrice punctured sphere S disjoint from Slo. In either 
case, we have the data for a plumbing construction using horocyclic coordinates 
Z = Zji and w = zi't. Now t = (tl ' ... , t k , tk+l) E D(~+I) if and only if 
tk+1 is a gluing parameter for a plumbing construction of the type described 
in either §2.3 or §2.5, as appropriate, starting with the surfaces Slo (and S, if 
necessary) . 

Theorem. Let ~ be an admissible graph of type (p, n). Then 
(a) {t E cd; It I < e-71 / 2 } :::> D(~) :::> {t E Cd; It I < e-271 }. 
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(b) Each point t E D(~) represents a Riemann surface (perhaps with nodes) 
of type (p, n); each edge ak E ~ represents a simple closed curve on St (if 
tk =F 0) or a node (if tk = 0). These d curves and nodes partition St into a 
union of v thrice punctured spheres. 

(c) The surfaces St with It I < e-2x are constructed using only tame plumb-
ings. 
Proof. Only the inclusions in (a) and (c) need verification. The second inclusion 
in (a) and part (c) follow from the fact that for It I < e-2x each of the d 
plumbing constructions takes place in annuli of form (2.3.1) and, by Proposition 
1.6(a), all these annuli are disjoint. The first inclusion in (a) follows from §§6.1 
and 6.3. 
Definition. We call D(~) the Teichmuller or deformation space corresponding 
to the graph ~. Further properties of this space will be obtained in §§9.4 and 
9.8. 
3.6. We define 

Dtame(~) = {t E D(~); St is constructed using only tame plumbings}. 
If ~ is of type (0,4), then Dtame(~) = Ae-_, while for ~ of type (1,1), 

Dtame(~) = L\-2 •. 
Assume ~ is a graph of type (p, n) with n > O. Let t E D(~) and 

let pi, ... , pn be the punctures on St. Let Z j be a horocyclic coordinate 
vanishing at pj . Set 

rj(t) = sup{r; the image of Zj contains the disc of radius r}, 
and 

r(t) = min{rl (t), ... , rn(tn. 

Then r"(t) > 0 for all t E D(~). If It I < e-2x , then t E Dtame(~) and 
r (t) ~ e -x. For applications, it is of interest to determine lower bounds of 
r(t) for arbitrary t E D(~). Part of the domain of one of the coordinates Zj 
may have been removed while plumbing at another pair of punctures (different 
from pi , ... , pn). This issue complicates the evaluation of r (t). 
3.7. In order to identify the natural automorphisms of D(~), we develop a 
combinatorial model for a covering of one noded surface by another. Let ~ 
and ~' be two admissible (augmented) graphs. A morphism t1: ~ -~' is 
a continuous mapping of ~ into ~' which sends vertices to vertices, edges 
injectively to edges, phantom edges to phantom edges, and is a local homeomor-
phism at each vertex. A morphism t1 induces a map t11 from the vertices of 
~ to those of ~' and a second map t12 from the edges of ~ to those of ~' . 
Using obvious notational conventions (see §3.2), we have 

t1(Sk) = (S,)u)(k) , k = 1, ... , v, 
, J. d t1(a) = (a )~(j) , . j = 1, ... , + n, 
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where OJ = ±I. We say that two morphisms are equivalent if they induce the 
same map on the (oriented) edges (including the plantom edges). Equivalent 
maps induce the same maps on the vertices. Two morphisms that induce the 
same map on the vertices need not be equivalent. Note that for the morphism 
a, we have 

1 $ .a2 (j) $ d' , for 1 $ j $ d , 
d' + 1 $ a2(j) $ d' + n' , for d + 1 $ j $ d + n, 

OJ = 1 , for j = d + 1 , ... , d + n . 

We need one more invariant of a morphism. Let aj, ,aj2 and ajl be the edges 
that emanate from Sk (it could be that an edge and its inverse appear in the 
list). Assume that these three edges have been listed according to the cyclic 
ordering they determine for the punctures on Sk (this means that jl < j2 < 
j3 whenever none of these edges join Sk to itself). Then a(aj ,) ' a(aj2 ) and 
a(aj ) determine a new cyclic ordering for the punctures on a(Sk) = (S't,(k) . 
Let 11k = + 1 whenever this new ordering agrees with the cyclic ordering for 
punctures on (S,)u,(k); otherwise set 11k = -I . 

3.S. An isomorphism of graphs is a morphism that is both injectureand surjec-
tive; an automorphism of a graph is an isomorphism of the graph onto itself. 

Theorem. If ~ and ~' are isomorphic augmented admissible graphs, then there 
exists a linear automorphism A of Cd such that A(D(~» = D(~'). 
Proof. Let a be an isomorphism of ~ onto ~'. It follows that both ~ 
and ~' are of the same type (p, n). As above, let a l and a2 be the maps 
induced by a on the vertices and edges of the graphs. (We view a l and a2 as 
permutations on v and d letters, respectively.) Associated to a is a complex 
linear isomorphism A = aOO: Cd -...+ Cd • For t = (tl' ... , td ) E Cd , define 

tOO = aOO(t) = aOO(tI' ... , td ) = (Bltu;'(I) ' ... , Bd tu2-' (d» , 

where Bj = ±I is defined as follows. The edge aj starts at a vertex Sk and 
k' ends at a vertex S . We set Bj = 1Ik1lk' ; the 11k'S have been defined in §3.7. 

Note that Bj = +1 whenever aj joins a vertex to itself. 
The map a* sends D(~) onto D(~'). This is a direct consequence of the 

construction algorithm for Riemann surfaces described in §§3.4 and 3.5. We 
define 

Do(~) = {t= (tl' ... , td ) ED(~); tj #0, j = 1, ... , d}. 

It is obvious that aOO(Do(~» = Do(~'). 
Corollary 1. For t E D(~), Su"(t) is conformally equivalent to St. 
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Corollary 2. The map q 1-+ q* is a homomorphism from Aut~, the auto-
morphism group of the graph ~, to Aut D(~), the group of complex analytic 
automorphisms of D(~) . 

Remark. The above homomorphism need not be injective. See §9.9. 

3.9. The deformation spaces D(~) are fibered over lower dimensional spaces. 
This is the content of the following. 

Theorem. (a) Assume that ~ is an HNN-extension of ~/. Let ad be the new 
edge on ~. Then the projection p: Cd --+ Cd - I defined by P(tl"" , td) = 
(tl' ... ,td_ l ) maps D(~) (respectively, Do(~)) onto D(~/) (DO(~/)). 

(b) Assume that ~ is an AFP of ~' and· ~". Label the edges of ~' as 
ai' ... , ad" the new edge in ~ as ad'+1 and the edges in ~" as ad'+2' ... , 

I II d d' d" ad'+I+d" (note that d = d + 1 + d ). Then the projection p: C --+ C xC 
defined by 

P(tl' ... , td) = «(tl ' ... , td,) , (td'+2' ... , td'+I+d")) 

maps D(~) (respectively, Do(~)) onto D(~/) x D(~") (DO(~/) X DO(~II)) . 

Remarks. (1) We have not yet shown that D(~) is a domain in Cd. For 
to E D(~) with St not constructed via tame plumbings, it is cumbersome to 

o 
show that there is a neighborhood of to in Cd that is contained in D(~). We 
will use Kleinian groups to establish this fact as well as the fact that D(~) is 
connected. See §9.5 and Theorem 9.8. 

(2) The above theorem allows us to identify D(~/) and D(~/) x D(~") as 
subspaces of D(~) in cases (a) and (b), respectively. . 

(3) Let ~ be an admissible graph. A collection of admissible graphs ~' = 
{~(I) , ••• ,~(k)} will be called an allowable subgraph of ~, if it has been ob-
tained from ~ by (k or more) breaks. It is clear that the theorem generalizes 
to this setting; that is, an allowable subgraph ~' of ~ determines a subspace 
D(~/) of D(~) consisting of those points in D(~) where a number of coor-
dinates (= the number of breaks) are zero. It is obvious that 

D(~/) = D(~(I») X ... X D(~(k») . 

(4) Let t' E D(~/) and til E D(~"). Then the new edge ad'+1 in Jf allows 
us to define a surface St from the surfaces SI' and SI" using the plumbing 
construction for the edge ad'+1 by specifying the value of the (d' + l)st coor-
dinate of t = (t', td, +1 ' til). The surface SI depends only on ~ and t (not 
the way ~ was constructed from its allowable subgraphs). Similarly, for other 
more general subgraphs of ~ . See Theorem 7.6. 

Problem. For fixed t' and til as above, p -I « t' , til)) is an open subset of C. 
The shape of this open set is not known. Is it connected? 
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3.10. It is convenient to introduce at this point the curve V(~) over D(~): 

V(~) = U Sf 
fEDW) 

with the natural or canonical projection 7C:-ff: V(~) -- D(~) defined by 7C:-ff(Sf) = 
t, t E D(~). The curve V(~) is a (d + 1 )-dimensional complex manifold.4 

We let Vo(~) = 7C; I (Do(~)) . 

4. DEFORMATION (TEICH MULLER) AND MODULI (RIEMANN) SPACES 

This section summarizes the theory of deformations of Kleinian groups, and 
introduces a class of functions that give coordinates for Teichmuller spaces. 

4.1. Let r be a finitely generated nonelementary Kleinian group.5 An isomor..; 
phism 0: r -- PSL(2, q is geometric if there exists a quasiconformal self-map 
w of t such that 
(4.1.1) -I O(y) = w 0 yow , all y E r. 
Two isomorphisms OJ: r -- PSL(2, q, i = I, 2, are equivalent provided there 
exists an element A E PSL(2, q such that 02(y) = A 001 (y) 0 A-I, all y E r. 
The de/ormation or Teichmiiller space T(r) is the set of equivalence classes of 
geometric isomorphisms (see [B5, K2, Mtl]). 

A quasi conformal map w: t -- t is r-compatible if woyow- I E PSL(2, q 
for all y E r. Fix three distinct limit points of r (see [KMI]): XI' x2 ' x 3 • 

A quasiconformal map w is normalized if w(x) = Xj for i = I, 2, 3. The 
deformation space T(r) can be described as the set of restrictions to the limit 
set A = A(r) of r of the normalized r-compatible quasiconformal automor-
ph isms of t. The topology and complex structure of T(r) are completely 
determined by the condition that for each X E A the map 
( 4.1.2) T(r) 3 [w] t---> w(x) E t 
is holomorphic. 

Notation. If w is a r-compatible quasiconformal automorphism of t, its 
equivalence class in T(r) will be denoted by [w], and the geometric isomor-
phism 0 it induces by (4.1.1) will be denoted by Ow' Similarly, the equivalence 
class of 0 in T(r) will be denoted by [0]. 

4.2. We define the modular group of r, Modr, to be the group of geometric 
automorphisms of r factored by the subgroup of inner automorphisms. We 
define two normalizers of r: 

NqC (r) = {w quasiconformal automorphism of t; wr w -I = r} , 
-----

4We will study this space in detail in the sequel to this paper. We will nevertheless use in 
this paper some of the elementary properties of this space (for example, the fact that Vo(~) is a 
complex manifold) that will be proven in the next paper in this series. 

5 For our purposes a "Kleinian group" always has a nonempty region of discontinuity in t (these 
are Kleinian groups of the second kind in some modern terminology). 
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and 
N(r) = {w E PSL(2, q; wrw -I = r} . 

An element of Mod r is always induced by a e 00 with w E NqC (r); e 00 is the 
trivial element of Mod r if and only if there is an A E r such that e 00 = eA. 

The modular group, Modr, acts on T(r). If e = ew with w E Nqc(r) , 
then 
(4.2.1) •• -I 

ew([w)) = e ([w)) = [w 0 w ], [w] E T(r). 

It is easily checked that for e inner (w E r), e* is trivial. Thus Mod r acts as 
a group of complex analytic automorphisms of T(r). The action is not always 
effective. The quotient space R(r) = T(r)/Modr represents the PSL(2, q-
conjugacy classes of Kleinian groups quasiconformally equivalent to r, and is 
called the moduli or Riemann space of r. 

Remark. Despite the clumsy appearance in (4.2.1), the inverse is necessary to 
insure that 

• -I -I * -I * * ewow ([w)) = [w 0 w2 0 WI ] = 0w ([w 0 w2 )) = 0w (0w ([w))); 
I 2 I I 2 

that is, to insure that the mapping from Mod r to Aut T(r), the group of 
complex analytic automorphisms of T(r) , is a group homomorphism. We can 
rewrite (4.2.1) as (on the level of geometric isomorphisms) 

(4.2.2) e:([e)) = [e 0 ew-d, [e] E T(r). 

We note that w induces the automorphism Ow = 00 e 00 0 0- 1 of e(r). Observe 
that 

(4.2.3) eo e: 1 = e:(e) = 0:10 e. _ 

4.3. If r is a terminal b-group of type (p, n) ,6 then T(r) is a model for 
T(p, n). However, Modr is not isomorphic to Mod(p, n), the modular group 
of T(p, n) (that is, the mapping class group of surfaces of type (p, n»; in 
particular, R(r) is a nontrivial covering of the Riemann space R(p, n). A 
point in R(p, n) represents a conformal equivalence class of surfaces of type 
(p, n), while a point of R(r) represents a conformal equivalence class of a 
surface of type (p, n) together with a maximal partition. Two distinct points 
XI and X2 of R(r) project to the same point of R(p, n), provided there is 
a conformal map h of the Riemann surface represented by XI onto the one 
represented by X2 • The map h will not map the partition of XI onto that of 
X2 • 

4.4. Let x, XI ' x2 ' X3 be four distinct fixed points of loxodromic or parabolic 
elements of r. Let w be a r-compatible quasiconformal automorphism of 
t. Then 
(4.4.1) 

6See §5.! for a definition. 
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defines a holomorphic function 

( 4.4.2) f:T(r)-+C-{O, I}. 

If we view T(r) as the restrictions to A of the normalized (at XI' x 2 ' x 3) r-
compatible quasiconformal automorphisms of C, then the function f defined 
by (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) agrees with the function defined by (4.1.2) whenever 
XI = 00, x2 = 0, X3 = 1. 

If W E Nqc(r) and (J = (Jw' then f«(J*[w)) = f([w 0 w- I)); in par-
ticular, if both wand ware normalized at XI' x2 ' x3' then f((J*[w)) = 
cr(w(w-I(X» , XI ' x2 ' x3), and if also XI = 00, x2 = 0, X3 = 1, then f«(J*[w]) 
= w(w-I(x». 

We shall be particularly interested in describing functions that have nice 
invariance properties under subgroups of Modr (see §7.3). 

4.5. We have seen that Modr:::: Nqc(r)/r. To define Mod(p, n), it is conve-
nient to consider a finitely generated Kleinian group r with a simply connected 
invariant component ~. We define 

Nqc(r,~) = {w quasiconformal automorphism of~; wrw- I = q, 
and 

Mod(r, ~) = Nqc(r, ~)/r. 
Then Mod(r,~) :) Modr, and this bigger group acts on T(r, ~), the image 
in T(r) of the geometric isomorphisms that are conformal outside of ~, as 
follows. Let WE Nqc(r,~) and let w be a r -compatible automorphism of C 
that is conformal off ~. Then we define 

(4.5.1) w*([w)) = [W], 

where W is a quasiconformal automorphism of C such that 
woW-loW-IIW(~) and WI(C-~) 

are conformal. One must check that (4.5.1) is well defined. 
If r is a terminal b-group and w E Nqc(r), then the above definition 

agrees with (4.2.1). If r is also torsion free, then Mod(r,~) is a model 
for Mod(p, n). 

4.6. Let r be a torsion free terminal b-group with invariant component ~. 
We pick three limit points XI' x2 ' x3 E A for normalization of quasiconformal 
maps. Then 

(4.6.1) Y(r) = {(r, z) E T(r) xC; r = [w], Z E w(~)} 

is a model for the Bers fiber space [B6]. The group r acts on 9'"(r) by 
-I (4.6.2) y([w], z) = ([w], w 0 yow (z». 

Note that in the last two equations w is a normalized r-compatible quasicon-
formal map. The quotient space V(r) = 9'"(r)/r is a model for v' (p, n) , 
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the punctured Teichmuller curve; it comes equipped with a natural or canonical 
projection 1tr : VW) -+ TW) induced by the projection of .9'"(r) onto T(r). 
For details see, for example, [K4]. 

5. TORSION FREE TERMINAL b-GROUPS 

This section summarizes the structure theorems of Maskit [Mt2] that are 
needed in §7. We emphasize the relationship between torsion free regular b-
groups and admissible graphs. 

5.1. Let S be a Riemann surface of finite analytic type (p, n) with v = 2p -
2 + n > O. Let 1; = {aI' ... , ad}' d = 3p - 3 + n, be a maximal partition 
on S 7 (exclude from now on the case (p, n) = (0, 3) where 1; is empty). Let 
So = S - 1; = SI U ... u SV be the decomposition of the complement on S of 
the partition curves into the parts of S. Let ~ be the graph corresponding to 
(S, 1;) as in §3.2. We henceforth use the notation and conventions from that 
subsection; in particular, we given ~ a semicanonical ordering for its edges. 

A Kleinian group r is a function group if it has an invariant component 
~; it is a b-group if ~ is also simply connected. Assume that r is a torsion 
free b-group. The type (p, n) of ~/r is also called the type of r. The 
torsion free b-group is called terminal if (0 - ~)/r is a union of v thrice 
punctured spheres, where 0 = OW) is the region of discontinuity of r. In 
this case, there are d simple disjoint curves iiI' ... ,iid in ~; each curve iij is 
precisely invariant under an accidental parabolic cyclic subgroup (A) in r (the 
parabolic element A j does not represent punctures on ~/r). It involves no loss 
of generality to assume that the curve iij (and hence also its projection to ~/r) 
is a geodesic in the Poincare metric on ~ (~/r). We say that r represents the 
pair (S, 1;), as in [K6, § I] for signature (p, n; 00, ... , 00) , if S ~ ~/r (as 
Riemann surfaces) and 1t(ii) is freely homotopic to aj , j = I, ... , d, where 
1t: ~ --+ ~/r is the natural projection. The accidental parabolic element A j E r 
is said to correspond to the partition curve a j E 1;. By changing the curves 
iij' we may and do assume that 1t(ii) = aj . We shall say that the partition 1; 
and the torsion free terminal b-group r are of graph type :ff . The graph type 
is a complete quasiconformal invariant for such groups (see Maskit [Mt2]). A 
torsion free terminal b-group r with invariant component ~ is of graph type 
:9' if and only if there exists a homeomorphism of ~/r onto (the topological 
surface represented by) :9' that maps the geodesics on ~/r determined by the 
accidental parabolic elements of r onto partition curves on :ff determined by 
its edges. 

Start with the family of disjoint loops (known as the structure loops [Mt2]), 
1t -I (a l U ... U ad) = :t, that partition ~o = ~ -:t into a disjoint union of 
structure regions. Each structure region covers a part of S. The stabilizer 
of each structure region is a triangle group (known as a structure subgroup of 

7Note that S is So of [K6, §l]. 
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r). Two distinct structure subgroups of r intersect trivially or in a common 
accidental parabolic cyclic subgroup. In the former case the closures of the 
corresponding structure regions (in ~) are disjoint; in the latter, their closures 
intersect in a structure loop. 

The structure loops are in one-ta-one canonical correspondence with the max-
imal cyclic accidental parabolic subgroups of r. Each structure loop is on the 
boundary of exactly two structure regions; hence each accidental parabolic cyclic 
subgroup is in exactly two structure subgroups. These two structure subgroups 
generate a terminal regular b-group of type (0, 4) if they are not conjugate 
in r and the two groups are contained in a terminal regular b-group of type 
( I, 1) if they are conjugate in r. 

5.2. We proceed to choose convenient representatives of the v conjugacy classes 
of structure subgroups, and to describe the tessalation of ~ by the structure 
regions. If ;§ has more than one vertex, then for I ~ j ~ v-I, aj is the 
common boundary curve of Sj+l and STU) for some .• (j) with 1 ~ .(j) ~ j 
(notice that .(1) = 1). Let SI be any structure region covering SI. For 
j = 1, ... , v-I, we choose a structure region Sj+l covering Sj+l so that 
Sj+l and STU) have a structure loop (covering aj ) as a common boundary. 
For j = v, ... , d , a structure loop covering a j is on the boundary of some 
region STU) with 1 ~ .(j) ~ v . Choose Sj+l to be the adjacent structure region 
whose common boundary with STU) covers a j. For j = d + 1 , d + 2, ... , 
pick a new region Sj+l to be adjacent to some STU) with .(j) ~ j. In this 
manner we enumerate all the structure regions of r; that is, ~ = U~I clSj , 

where cl stands for closure with respect to ~. 
Let Fj be the stabilizer of Sj. Then by our construction Fj +1 n FTU) = 

(Aj) , j = 1, 2, ... , where Aj is an accidental parabolic element, and every 
accidental parabolic element in r is a power of some A j. The collection 
(AI)' ... ,(Ad) is a maximal set of nonconjugate cyclic accidental parabolic 
subgroups of r; the accidental parabolic element Aj E r corresponds to the 
edge a j E :§. The collection F1 , ••• , Fv is a maximal set of nonconjugate 
structure subgroups of r; the structure subgroup Fk of r corresponds to the 
vertex Sk on :§ . The group r 0 generated by Fl ' ... ,Fv is a terminal regular 
b-group of type (0, 2p + n) ; it is obtained by v-I AFP constructions. The 
group r is obtained from r 0 by p HNN-extensions. See [Mt2] for details. 

5.3. We now describe convenient representatives for the modular subgroups (see 
[K6, §2]) of r. A modular subgroup can be defined abstractly as a subgroup of 
r that is a terminal b-group of type (0,4) or (I, 1). A modular region is a 
domain in ~ bounded by structure loops and stabilized by a modular subgroup. 
A modular region covers a modular part of S , that is, a subsurface of type (0, 4) 
or (1, 1) bounded by partition curves. 
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The modular parts of S are in one-to-one canonical correspondence with the 
partition curves in l:. The modular part Tj corresponding to the curve a j is 
the connected component of S - Uih ai containing aj . 

A modular part of type (1, 1) is an elliptic end of S; a modular part of type 
(0, 4) is a spherical end provided it has two or more punctures (that is, at most 
two of its boundary components are curves in l:). An end is either a spherical 
or an elliptic end. 

Two distinct modular subgroups intersect trivially, in a cyclic accidental 
parabolic subgroup, or in a structure subgroup. The three cases correspond 
to the closures in d of the corresponding modular regions being disjoint, inter-
secting in a structure loop, or intersecting in the closure of a structure region. 

Every accidental parabolic subgroup of r is an accidental parabolic subgroup 
of exactly one modular subgroup. Hence we can define G j to be the modular 
subgroup of r in which (A) is an accidental parabolic subgroup. It follows 
that for j = I, ... , v-I, Gj = Fj +1 *(A) Fy(j) (that is, Gj is the amalgamated 

J 

free product (AFP) of Fj +1 and Fy(j) across the common cyclic subgroup (A)). 
For j = v, ... , d, Gj is the modular subgroup containing Fj +1 and Fy(j); it 
is an HNN-extension of Fy(j) by an element C; I conjugating A j E Fy(/) to 
Cj- I 0 A j 0 Cj E FyU) if Fj+ I and F,(j) are conjugate in r and it is an AFP of 
Fj+1 and F,U) across (A) if Fj +1 and F,(j) are not conjugate in r. 

The modular subgroups G1 , ••• , Gd are a maximal collection of r-inequi-
valent modular subgroups of r; the modular subgroup Gj c r corresponds to 
the edge aj on Jl. Our numbering agrees with that in [K6, §2]. Note that a 
structure subgroup is contained in exactly one, two or three modular subgroups 
of r, depending on the number of distinct partition curves bounding the part 
of S corresponding to the structure subgroup. 
5.4. For each type (p, n) with v > 0 there is a natural equivalence between: 

(A) maximal partitions l: of a topological surface of type (p, n), 
(B) admissible graphs Jl of type (p, n), and 
(C) quasiconformal equivalence classes r of torsion free terminal b-groups 

of type (p, n) . 
Assume that a graph Jl is an HNN-extension of Jl'. If rand r' are 

Kleinian groups of graph type Jl and Jl', respectively, then r is an HNN-
extension of a quasiconformal conjugate of r' . Similarly, if r is an AFP of Jl' 
and Jl", and if r, r' and r" are of graph type Jl, Jl' and Jl" , respectively, 
then r is an AFP of quasi conformal conjugates of r' and r" . For details see 
§7.5, where a stronger theorem is proved. 

6. ONE-DIMENSIONAL DEFORMATION SPACES 

In this section we study in detail the modular subgroups of torsion free ter-
minal b-groups; that is, terminal b-groups of types (0, 4) and (1, 1). We 
determine the plumbing constructions that yield the surfaces represented by 
such groups. 
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6.1. Let r be a torsion free terminal b-group of type (0, 4) ; it is an AFP of 
two torsion free triangle groups FI and F2 across a common cyclic parabolic 
subgroup (A), A E FI nF2 (see Figure 7). The augmented graph corresponding 
to the group r is shown in Figure 6. The group r represents, on its invariant 
component A, a sphere with four punctures and a partition curve a (A E r 
corresponds to the curve a). Let Sl and S2 be the parts of Air - {a}. We 
orient a so that Sl lies to the right of ll. We assume that Fj is the structure 
subgroup corresponding to sj , for j = 1 , 2. Without loss of generality FI = F 
of § 1.2 and (A, B) are canonical generators for FI . Note that the orientation 
assumptions guarantee that Sl is represented by the action of FI on JH[2 (and 
not t!J.e lower half-plane JH[:). We relabel B = BI in (1.2.2). 

Choose B2 E F2 so that (A, B2) are canonical generators for F2 . Then in 
SL(2, C), 

B2 = [~ :], ad - be = 1 , 

tr H2 = a + d = -2, tr(A 0 B2) = -a - 2e - d = -2. 

It follows that e=2, d=-2-a and 2(a+b)+a2 =-1. Because S2 lies to 
the left of the curve a (Figure 7), the fixed point a = I(B2) of B2 must be in 
JH[2. Then 

(6.1.1) B = [-I + 2a _2a2 ] = B 
2 2 -1-2a Q. 

The reader should compare this formula with the formula for C in § 1.3. 
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Since JHl2 + i(lmo:) is precisely invariant under F2 in r, we conclude that 
every I' E F 1 , I' i (A}, maps this half-plane into the strip 

{z E C; 0< Imz < Imo:}. 

If I' = [: !], I' E FI - (A} ,then Icl ~ 2 , 

Imz 1 1m I'(z) = < -::---
(c(Re z) + d)2 + c2(lm Z)2 - c2(lm z) 

and 
1m I' (-~ + i(ImZ)) = 2 1 . 

c c (Imz) 

It follows that 1m 0: > !. It is easily seen that whenever 1m 0: > 1 , then Maskit's 
[Mt2] combination theorem applies and the AFP of FI and F2 across (A} is 
a terminal b-group of type (0, 4). We have shown that in the 0: coordinate, 

(6.1.2) {o: E C; Imo: > I} c T(O, 4) C {o: E C; 1m 0: >!}. 
Notation. (1) The group r constructed above will be denoted by r l (0:); its 
invariant component, by ,6,(0:). 

(2) We will use the following rule for picking parabolic generators: the punc-
ture corresponding to the given generator lies to the left of the horocircles deter-
mined by the generator (see §7.4). In §12.1, we introduce a notational conven-
tion for describing triangle groups and their canonical generators. Using this 
notation, r 1 (0:) is the AFP of F (00, 0, 1), whose canonical generators are 
(A, B), with F(oo, 0:,0: - 1), whose canonical generators are (A-I, B;;I) , 
across the cyclic parabolic subgroup (A}. 

Remarks. (I) We have reproven the result obtained in [K6] that tr(B;1 0 B1) 
is a global coordinate on T(O, 4), since 0: 1-+ 2 + 40:2 is injective on T(O, 4). 
Note, however, that ti(B;1 0 B1) is not a global coordinate on T(O, 4). 

(2) Formula (6.1.1) is equally valid for 0: E JHl:. The group r 1 (0:) so ob-
tained is (for appropriate values of 0:), of course, a terminal b-group of type 
(0, 4). Its invariant component is a subset of JHl: and the punctures lie "on the 
wrong side" of the horocircles. Consider the motion E = [~ ~Q] E PSL(2, q . 
The group Erl(0:)E-1 is the AFP of EF(oo, 0, I)E- 1 = F(oo, -0:, -0: + 1) 
and EF(oo, 0:, 0: - I)E- 1 = F(oo, 0, -1) across (A}. Hence Erl(0:)E-1 = 
r l (-0:). The groups r l (0:) and r l (-0:) represent the same surface S. How-
ever, in the natural orientation for the curve a (corresponding to A), the part 
represented by F (00, 0, 1) lies on the right of the curve a in r 1 (0:) and to 
the left in r l (-0:) . 

(3) The first inclusion in (6.1.2) is sharp since i i T(0,4). For 0: = i, 
tr(B;l oB1 ) =-2 and hence rl(i) is not a terminal b-groupoftype (0,4). It 
is also easy to see that -!+ri E T(O, 4) for all r> ../3/2, but -! +( ../3/2)i i 
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T(0,4) (because AI/2 0 B2 0 B;I E N(rl (a», as shown in §8.1, and its trace is 
- 2 for this value of a) . 

(4) Note that r l (1 +a) = rl(a). 
(5) Fix a group ro = rl(ao); for example, take ao = 2i. We view T(r) as 

a model for T(O, 4). Then a = w(ao) , where w is a normalized (at 0, 1 and 
00) ro-compatible quasiconformal self-map of t. 
6.2. For the sake of convenience, we label the puncture on JH[2 IF determined 
by the parabolic fixed point x E lR. u {oo} by the symbol x. We will use the 
same convention for punctures on other surfaces. 

We claim that A( a) Ir I (a) is obtained by a zw = t construction from JH[2 I FI 
and (JH[: + i(lma»IF2 . Let z be the horocyclic coordinate on JH[21FI at 00 
relative to 0, and let w be the horocyclic coordinate on (JH[: + i (1m a» I F2 
at 00 relative to a. Then z = eni', w = e-ni({-a) , for a nonempty open 
subset of A(a). Hence zw = enia = t (note that if Ima > 1 and if we set 
r = e-n(Im(a-I/2)) = en/2Itl, then we are exactly in the situation described in 
§2.2) and A(a)/rl(a) = St. For Ima > 1, the annulus ~ on St is the image 
in A(a)/rl (a) of the strip 

(6.2.1) g E C; ! < 1m' < Ima -!}, 
and the central curve on ~ is the image of the line {'" E C; 1m '" = ! 1m a} . 

Remarks. (1) In the above plumbing construction we have used the cyclic or-
dering of the punctures on JH[2 I FI and (JH[: + i (1m a» I F2 specified by 00, 0, i , 
and 00, a, a-=-l, respectively. 

(2) From r l (a + 1) = r l (a) (see Remark (4) in §6.1), we conclude (once 
again) that S_t is conformally equivalent to St (see also §2.3). 

Let r be an arbitrary torsion free terminal b-group of type (0, 4) with 
invariant component A. Let A E r be a primitive accidental parabolic element. 
Let FI and F2 be the two structure subgroups of r that contain (A). We 
choo~e the indices so. that the part of Air corresponding to FI lies to the right 
of the oriented partition curve determined by A. For j = 1 , 2, choose Bj E Fj 

so that (A, B I ) are canonical generators for FI and (A-I, B;I) are canonical 
generators for F2 • Let a = f(A), bj = f(B j ), j = 1, 2. Then 

FI =F(a,bl,cl ), 

We define 
nir(r) • = .(r) = cr(b2 , a, bl ' cl ) and t = t(r) = e . 

We call .(r) a horocyclic coordinate for the group rand t(r) a plumbing 
parameter for r. 

Theorem. We have 0 < It I < e-n/2 • The complex number t2 is a complete 
PSL(2, C) conjugacy class invariant of r; further Air === St. The plumbing 
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parameter t is independent of choices of generators of the structure subgroups 
of r, except that it may be replaced by -t. The horocyciic coordinate 'l" is 
determined modulo Z by r. 
Proof. The quantities 'l" and t are conjugation invariants. Hence we may as-
sume FI = F(oo, 0, I). The results of §6.1 show that B2 = BT of (6.1.1). 
Thus Im'l" > !. The most general pair (A-I, B;) of canonical generators 
for F2 is given by B; = A-n/2 0 Ba 0 An/2 as a result of Lemma 1.3. Since 
A-n/2 0 BT 0 An/2 = BT _ n , a is uniquely determined modulo Z by r. Since 
rl(a+l) = r l (0), t 2 is a conjugacy class invariant for r. We shall show in §8.2 
that t2 is a complete conjugacy class invariant for r (that is, t2(r1) = t2(r2 ) 
if and only if r 2 is conjugate to r I). The other claims in the theorem have 
already been established. 

The theorem shows that the (not necessary tame) plumbing construction (see 
§2.3) depends only on the gluing parameter t (and not the annuli ~ and~). 
Further, for surfaces of type (0,4), St is unambiguously defined; it is inde-
pendent of the choice of local coordinates since St is conformally equivalent 
to S_t. 

6.3. Let r be a torsion free terminal b-group of type (I, I). Then r is an 
HNN-extension of a triangle group F by an element C E PSL(2, C) (see 
Figure 8). Let (as above) A be the invariant component of r, a the partition 
curve on Air, and SI = Air - {a}. Then F is a structure subgroup of 
r corresponding to the (single) part SI. We let A E F correspond to the 
curve a. By conjugation, we may take F to be the group described in § 1.2 
and (A, B) to be canonical generators for F. Further, we may assume that 
B-1 0 A-I represents the puncture on Air. Thus A is conjugate to B±I in r 
(but not in F). We choose an orientation for the curve a so that the puncture 
(boundary component) on SI corresponding to the element A (B- 1) lies to 
the left (right) of the horocircles determined by this motion. It follows that A 
is conjugate to B- 1 in r. We take C to satisfy 

(6.3.1) COB-I oC- 1 =A. 

(Note that the intersection number of the curves a and c corresponding to A 
and C must be +1.) Writing C = [:!J, ad - bc = 1, we see from (1.2.2) 
and (6.3.1) that 

(6.3.2) [a b] [-1 . 0 ] = ± [-1 -2] [a b]. 
c d -2 -1 0 -1 c d 

It follows that the plus sign holds in (6.3.2), and thus (6.3.1) is valid in SL(2, C) . 
Also d = 0, b = c, b2 = -I. We let 'l" = -i(trC) and conclude that 

(6.3.3) [ i'l" i] . [ 'l" 1 ] C = CT = i 0 = I I 0 . 
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We have reproven that C is uniquely determined by its trace [K6]. The orienta-
tion choices on the curves ii and c force the invariant component .6. of r to be 
a subset of JH[2 • It follows that JH[: is precisely invariant under F in r. Hence 
C(JH[:) c JH[2 . From this observation, 1m C(iy) > 0 for all y < 0, we conclude 
that Im'l" > O. We shall see shortly that we actually have a better estimate 
(Im'l" > !), and in §8.6 we will obtain a further improved bound (Im'l" > 1). 
Note that C maps a horodisc Vo of the point 0 onto the complement of a 
horodisc V 00 of the point 00. The map C takes the horocircle 

(6.3.4) {z E C; Iz - ~il = ~} , r> 0, 

(about 0) onto the horocircle {z E C; 1m z = -I/r + 1m 'l"} (about 00). These 
two horocircles are disjoint if and only if r + 1/ r < 1m 'l". The minimum value 
of r + I/r is 2 (at r = 1). We conclude that for Im'l" > 2, the group r 
constructed above is always Kleinian: a torsion free terminal b-group of type 
(1, 1). The region in T( 1, 1) given by Im'l" > 2 corresponds precisely to 
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those groups r that can be constructed through the use of horodiscs (rather 
than arbitrary horocyclic neighborhoods). 

We have shown that T( 1, 1) contains the half-plane {T E C; 1m T > 2} and 
we will see below that T( 1, 1) is contained in the half-plane {T E C; 1m T > !} . 
We note that the group r (its class in T(l, 1» is uniquely determined by tr2C 
(in (6.3.3) we choose T so that trC = iT has negative real part). 

We need an alternate description of the group r. Start with the canonical 
generators (B, B- 1 oA- I ) for F = £(0, 1,00) with the usual convention that 
the punctures lie to the left of the horocircles. Then C F C- I = F (00, T + 1 , T) 
has canonical generators (A-I, B::.r\). The group generated by F and CFC- I 

is precisely rl(T + 1) = rl(T). It follows that ImT > ! (see §8.6 for an 
improved bound). Thus we also see that the group r can be constructed from 
r I (T + 1) by adjoining the Mobius transformation C that sends 0, 1 and 00 
to 00, T + 1 and T (respectively). 

Notation. We shall denote by r 2(T) the group constructed in this paragraph for 
the parameter T. The invariant domain of r 2 (T) will be denoted by A( T) . 

Remarks. (1) We shall say that an AFP or HNN construction is tame if the 
neighborhoods involved (Uo and U 00' for example) in all the constructions 
are horodiscs. The tame constructions in our case correspond to the region 
{T E C; 1m T > 2}. Note that T( 1, 1) does not contain any larger half-plane, 
since for T = 2i, tr C = -2. (The terminology corresponds to the one intro-
duced for plumbing constructions in §2.3.) 

(2) We have shown that for ~ach T E T(1 , 1), r 2 (T) :::> r l (T) (necessarily 
of infinite index). Conversely, given a E T(O, 4) , we can choose the unique 
element C E PSL(2, C) such that 

-I -I CoB oC =A, -I Co (B 0 A) 0 C = Ba _ l , CoA-1oC-I=B. 
Q 

Here Ba _ 1 is given by (6.1.1). Existence and uniqueness of C is easily estab-
lished (see Proposition 12.1); it must be of the form (6.3.3) with T = a. The 
group r 2 (a) generated by r 1 (a) and C is also generated by F and C. It is 
not always Kleinian. For example, we have seen that 

{a E JR; Rea = 0, Ima > I} c T(O, 4). 

For such a, trC = ia is real and negative. Thus the groups r 2(a) for {a E 
C; Rea = 0, 1 < Ima:::; 2} cannot correspond to points in T(I, 1). 

(3) We have produced a nontrivial holomorphic embedding T(l, 1) ..... 
T(O, 4). It is known that these spaces are complex analytically equivalent. 
In §8.6 we will produce such an equivalence. 

(4) Formula (6.3.3) is, of course, also valid for T E lHI:. If r 2 (T) is the 
group so produced, then Jr2(T)J- 1 = r 2(f) , where J is the anticonformal 
involution J(z) = z. However, the above formula does not reveal the entire 
picture. Consider the conformal involution E = i[ ~ ~] that maps lHI2 to lHI:. 
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It is easily shown that Er2(r)E- 1 = r 2 ( -r) (note that Eo A 0 E- I = B- 1 , 

Eo B 0 E- I = A-I, Eo C, 0 E- I = C~: ,where C r is given by (6.3.3». 
(5) We have seen that orientation considerations force our conjugation to 

satisfy (6.3.1). We could consider the case CoB-I 0 C- I = A-I and conclude 
that C = [~'I~], trC = ir. Thus C maps the horocircle (6.3.4) about 0 onto 
the horocircle {z E C; 1m z = 1 I r - Re r} about 00. The resulting group is not 
a terminal b-group of type (1, 1). 

(6) It is easy to check that CHI = AI/2 0 C" where C, is defined by (6.3.3). 
We do not know, however, whether r + 1 E T( 1 , 1) whenever r E T( 1, 1). 

6.4. The surface d(r)/r2(r) is obtained from Fi IF by a plumbing construc-
tion. Let z and w be the horocyclic coordinates on JH[2 I F at 00 with respect 
to 6 and at 6 with respect to 1. Then z = e 1Ci( and w = e 1Ci(I-I/O , on an 
open subset d of JH[2. The HNN construction identifies a point , E d with 
C(() E d. Hence zw = e1CiQ()e1Ci(I-I/() = e 1Ci(r+I) = t. We conclude that 
d(r)/r2(r) = St of §2.4. 

Remark. We can also compare local coordinates z and w at the puncture 00 
coming from the groups F and C F C- I . The coordinate z is, as above, the 
horocyclic coordinate on JH[2 IF at 00 with respect to 6; thus z = e1Ci(. The 
coordinate w is the horocyclic coordinate on (JH[: + i(Im r»/CFC- 1 at 00 
with respect to r+l; thus w = e-1Ci((-,-I) . We obtain the same value of t, 
as expected. 

Let r now be an arbitrary torsion free terminal b-group of type (1, 1) 
with invariant component d. Let A E r be a primitive accidental parabolic 
element of r. Choose the structure subgroup F of r that contains A. Choose 
B- 1 E F that is conjugate to A in r (but not in F). Choose C E r that 
satisfies (6.3.1). Define a horocyclic coordinate r and plumbing parameter t by 

r = r(n = -itrC, 

where we choose a lift of C to SL(2, C) with Re(tr C) < o. 
Theorem. The plumbing parameter t is a complete conjugacy class invariant for 
r. It satisfies 0 < It I < e- 1C and d/r ~ St. The horocyclic coordinate r is 
determined modulo 2Z by r. 
Proof. We have already seen that the only ambiguity is the choice of C that 
satisfies (6.3.1). If C and C both satisfy (6.3.1), then CO C- I E rand 
commutes with A. Hence it must be a power of A. Thus C = Am 0 C for 
some m E Z and this replaces r by r + 2m. Hence t is a conjugacy class 
invariant for r. The estimate on It I will be obtained in §8.6. In §8.5 we will 
show that t is a complete invariant for the conjugacy class of r. 

In analogy to the (0, 4) case, we write F = F(a, b, c) with canonical 
generators (A, B), a = f(A), b = f(B) , c = Al/2(b). Then we can express r 
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as a cross ratio 
T(r) = cr(C(a) , a, b, c), 

where C(a) is the fixed point of the parabolic element Co A ° C-I of r. 
6.5. We need to study one more special case. Let f be a terminal regular b-
group of type (p - I, n + 2). Let Al and A be parabolic elements of f that 
determine distinct punctures on the surface represented by f on its invariant 
component and that belong to different structure subgroups of f. Each of 
these elements is contained in a unique structure subgroup of f. Call these 
subgroups FI and F, respectively. Assume that r is obtained from t via an 
HNN-extension that conjugates Al onto A by an element C: CoAloC- 1 =A. 
Choose BI , B in f so that (AI' BI) and (A, B) are canonical generators for 
FI and F. Then (C ° Al ° C- I , Co BloC-I) are canonical generators for 
C FI C- I . The group generated by C FI C- I and F is a terminal regular b-
group of type (0,4): a modular subgroup of r. The element C can be 
recovered from the horocyclic coordinate for this group. See §§7.5 and 12.6. 

7. DEFORMATION SPACES FOR TORSION FREE TERMINAL b-GROUPS 

This section contains a description of the horocyclic coordinates on 
Teichmiiller space determined by an admissible graph ~. as well as the con-
struction of a regular terminal b-group rt for each t E Do(~). 

7.1. Let ~ be an admissible graph of type (p, n) with a semicanonical ordering 
for its edges. We adopt the notation and conventions introduced in §§3.2 and 
3.5. We will identify the edges and vertices of ~ with the partition curves and 
parts of the maximally partitioned surface (S, 1:) associated with ~ . 
7.2. Let r be a torsion free terminal b-group of graph type ~ . We define horo-
cyclic coordinates of r by "f = "f(r) = ("fl' ... , "fd ), where, for j = I, ... ,d, 
"f j is a horocyclic coordinate of a modular subgroup Gj of r corresponding 
to the edge aj on ~ (see §§6.2 and 6.4). The coordinates "f(r) are defined 
uniquely by the semicanonical ordering on the edges of ~ up to addition of 
a vector (m l , ••• , md) in Zd; mj is even whenever aj corresponds to an 
elliptic end on ~ . Gluing or plumbing parameters for the group r are defined 
by 
(7.2.1) t = t(r) = (t l ' •.. , td)' 

where tj = _e7CiTj if aj corresponds to an elliptic end on ~ and tj = e7CiTj 

otherwise. If ~ is the invariant component of r, then ~/r is conformally 
equivalent to St (as a Riemann surface with a maximal partition) as a conse-
quence of §§6.2, 6.4 and 3.4. 

We use T(r) as a model for T(p, n). Thus in our model, a point of T(p, n) 
is represented by an equivalence class of geometric isomorphisms of r onto 
torsion free terminal b-groups of graph type ~. We shall say that the points 
in T(p, n) are marked groups of graph type ~ . 
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Theorem. Fix a graph ~ of type (p, n). There exists a one-to-one holomorphic 
map T: T(P, n) -+ Cd (onto a bounded simply connected domain of holomorphy) 
with the property that for all x E T(P, n), T(X) is a horocyclic coordinate for 
the marked group of graph type ~ (represented by x). 
Proof. For j = 1, 2, ... , d, let us choose a primitive accidental parabolic 
element A j E r that corresponds to the curve a j E 1:. Choose a modular 
subgroup Gj of r so that A j is accidental parabolic in Gj • Choose parabolic 
elements Bj1 ' Bj2 , Bj3 in Gj so that a horocyc1ic coordinate for Gj is given by 
cr(f(Bj3 ), f(A j ), f(Bj1 ), f(Bj2» as in §§6.2 or 6.4. The map 'r; T(r) -+ Cd 
is defined by sending the geometric isomorphism 8: r -+ PSL(2, C) into the 
vector in Cd whose jth component is 

cr(f(8(Bj3 )), f(8(A), f(8(Bj1 )), f(8(Bj2»). 
We must prove that T is holomorphic and injective. Holomorphicity of T is a 
consequence of the holomorphic dependence on parameters of the solution of 
the Beltrami ,equation [AB]. The fact that Gj +1 n Gj is always a triangle group 
for j = 1, ... , d - 1 reduces the proof of injectivity to the one-dimensional 
case (see [K6, §3]). The one-dimensional situation was treated in §6. 

Remark and definition. The above coordinates will be called horocyclic coordi-
nates of graph type ~ for the Teichmiiller space T(P, n). These are the coor-
dinates described in our Introduction. We have begun the proof of Theorem 3 
of the Introduction. 
Remark. We can use an arbitrary ordering on the edges of ~ to determine 
horocyc1ic coordinates on T(P, n). These coordinates will differ from the ones 
arising from a semicanonical ordering on the edges, by a permutation and a 
translation (by a vector with integer entries). 
7.3. We have shown that every torsion free terminal b-group r of graph type 
~ determines a Riemann surface St' t E Do(~). By varying the complex 
structcre, using quasiconformal mappings (see, for example, Bers [B2, B3]), it 
follows that for all t E Do(~)' the surface St is so constructed. In §7.5 (see 
also §13) we produce an algorithm for obtaining r from the gluing parameters 
t E Do(~). For the present we record the following 
Theorem. Let r be a torsion free terminal b-group of graph type g'. There 
exist surjective holomorphic mappings 

b: VCr) -+ Vo(g') and B: T(r) -+ Do(g') 
such that the following diagram comr,nutes: 

VCr) --.!!....... Vo(~) 
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Proof. Using horocyclic coordinates r for T(r), the map B is defined by 
(7.2.1). Existence of b is easily established once one shows that Vo(g') is a 
complex manifold (see the second paper of this series). 

Remark. The above theorem shows that the constructions of the surfaces St' 
t E D(g') , given in §§3.4 and 3.5, depend only on the graph g' and the coordi-
nates t. 
7.4. The aim of this subsection is to describe formulae for the action of the 
Dehn twists about partition curves in terms of the horocyclic coordinates. Let 
a be a simple closed curve on the Riemann surface S. Assume that a is not 
contractible to either a point or a puncture on S. Then wa ' the left Dehn 
twist about the curve a, may be described as follows. Consider an annulus oN 
around the curve a (see Figure 9). Pick an orientation on a. Let oN- ($+) 
be the part of oN lying to the left (right) of a. For 0:5 'I' :5 211:, we let wa,rp 
be the left Dehn twist on oN through the angle 'I' about a. We use polar 
coordinates (p, 8) on oN and normalize so that 

oN={zEC;r-l<p<r}, r>l, 
a={zEC;p=l}, 

and 
- -I oN ={zEC;r <p<I}. 

The formula for W a, rp is 

{ 
(p, 8), 

wa,rp(p, 8) = (p, 8 + rp(p -1)/(';; - 1)), 
(p, () + '1'), 

-I r <p:51, 
l:5p:5';;, 

.';;:5p<r. 
The Dehn twist OJ a is by definition OJ a, 21t in oN and the identity on S - oN . 
The isotopy class of the map wa is independent of the choice of orientation of 
the curve a. 

We let w k be the left Dehn twist about the partition curve ak • It is ob-
vious that OJk lifts to a quasiconformal automorphism of .1 that conjugates 
r into itself. The lift (also denoted by wk ) is quasiconformal on t (by an 
isomorphism theorem of Maskit [Mt4]) and reduces to a Mobius transforma-
tion on each noninvariant component of r and on each structure region of r 
(because the annulus oN can be chosen to be arbitrarily small) that is disjoint 
from the structure loops corresponding to the partition curve ak • To see this, 
let D = .1_11:- 1 (.wJc), where .wJc is a sufficiently small annulus around the curve 
ak . For zED, wk(z) = y(z), for some y E r (that depends on z). By the 
discreteness of r, y is constant on each component of D. We conclude that 
w k conjugates each modular subgroup Gj of r into a r-equivalent subgroup. 
Without loss of generality, wkGkw;1 = Gk . Further, for each j = 1, ... , d, 
j =f k, there exists an Ekj E r such that OJk 0 Y 0 W;I = Ekj 0 Y 0 E;;/ ' all 
Y E Gj • 
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Alternate picture for full Dehn twist about a. 

FIGURE 9. Dehn twist about a simple closed curve. 
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We use T(r) as the model for T(p, n) and study the action of wk E Nqc(r) 
on T(r). If w is a r-compatible quasiconformal map (f = wrw- I ), then 
wk = w 0 wk 0 W -I is a f-compatible quasi conformal map that restricts to an 
element of f on each connected component of w(D). It follows from (4.2.3) 
that for every geometric isomorphism 6 of f, we have T: j (6:k (6» = T:j(6), 
j=l, ... ,d, jfk. 

To see what happens to T:k , we may assume that k = 1 and that d = 1. 
Assume that r = ~ is oftype (0, 4) and use the notation of §6.1 (recall Figure 
7). We may assume that the curve a = a l corresponds to the Mobius trans-
formation A = [~I =~], and that, without loss of generality, 1m 0: > 1. The 
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annulus .91 is the image of the region described in (6.2.1) under the canonical 
projection ,~ z = e7Ci(C-a / 2) • The polar coordinates (p, 6) on .91 are hence 
given by 

p = Izl = e -7CIm(C-a/2) , 6 = 1l' Re(' - to). 

The curve a is represented by p = 1; that is, by {' E C; , = x + flmo, 
o ~ x ~ 2}. The parameter r of the annulus .91 is given by r = e7C(Ima-I)/2; 

the region in (6.2.1) where 1m' > tIm a is projected onto .91- . Let w be a 
lift of the Dehn twist about a. To specify w uniquely, we require that w be 
the identity on the lift (under z) of .91- ; that is, on {' E C; tIm 0 < 1m' < 
1m a - t}. It follows that 

w(,) = " 'E d, tlma ~ 1m" 
(Y) = Y 4 lm(a - 2,) 

w .. .. + I l' mo- , Ed, ! (1m a + 1) ~ 1m' ~ tIm 0, 

and 
w(,) =, + 2, , Ed, 1m' ~ HIm a + 1) . 

Using the notation and results of Remark (5) of §6.1 and of §4.4, we see that 
if w is a normalized r-compatible quasiconformal automorphism of t, then 

-I -I -I -I cr(wow (ao),wow (oo),wow (O),wow (1)) 
= cr(w(ao), w(oo) , w(-2), w(-I)) = cr(a, 00, -2, -1) = 0 + 2. 

The next to the last equality follows from the observation that a normalized 
r-compatible quasiconformal map commutes with each element of FI = 
F(oo, 0,1) and hence must be the identity on A(F1) = i. We have estab-
lished the following 

Theorem. In the horocyclic coordinates described by Theorem 7.2, the action of 
the Dehn twist around ak , k = 1 , 2, ... , d, is given by 

"C j ~ "C j for j = 1 , ... , d, j #- k, and "C k ~ "C k + 2. 

Remark. We leave it to the reader to perform the appropriate analysis for the 
case where the modular subgroup Gk is of type (1, 1). We have proven part 
(b) of Theorem 3 of the Introduction. 

To describe the geometric automorphism 6: r - r induced by a Dehn twist, 
we consider a simple closed curve a on S that is represented by an accidental 
parabolic element A E r. Let a be a structure loop in d, precisely invariant 
under (A) in r, with 1l'(a) = a. Let us orient a so that for all Zo E a, the 
points A-1(zo)' Zo and A(zo) follow each other in the positive orientation. 
We consider the two cases: 

(I) S - a consists of two components SI and S2. Assume that SI lies to the 
right of a. We choose connected components d j of 1l' -I (Sj)' i = 1, 2, with 
the property that the closures of d l and d 2 (in d) intersect in a. Let r i be 
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the stabilizer of Ai in r. Then r = r , *(A) r 2. We choose a lift CJ) of CJ)a 

that is the identity on AI . Then 

-I { y, O(y) = CJ) 0 Y 0 CJ) = _I 
AoyoA , 

(II) S - a = SI is connected. Let AI be a connected component of ll- I (SI) 
with ii on the boundary of AI and Al lying to the right of ii. Let r I be 
the stabilizer of Al in A. Then r is an HNN-extension of r I by an element 
C E r - r , that conjugates A E r , to C- I 0 A 0 C E r , . The lift CJ) of CJ)a 

that is the identity on Al satisfies 

-I { y, O(y) = CJ) 0 Y 0 CJ) = 
Aoy, 

7.5. In this subsection we prove Theorem 2. Let t E Do(~) and choose Tj E C* 
such that tj = _e7CiTj if the edge aj on ~ represents an elliptic end and 
tj = e7CiTj otherwise. We describe an algorithmS for producing a unique group 
r t of graph type ~ that represents the surface St' The algorithm produces 
the generators and relations for r t and keeps track of the conjugacy classes 
of parabolic elements corresponding to the edges of ~ (these are the acciden-
tal parabolic elements) as well as to the phantom edges of ~ (these are the 
parabolic elements that correspond to punctures on St)' Thus the algorithm 
also produces (automatically) representatives for the structure subgroups and 
modular subgroups of r. In listing parabolic elements corresponding to punc-
tures, we follow the convention that punctures lie to the left of the corresponding 
oriented horocircles. 

For k = 0, 1, ... , d , let l be the vector in Ck obtained by ignoring the 
last d - k coordinates of t (to is by convention 0). 

We represent the vertex SI of ~ by the group FI = F = F(oo, 0, 1) 
of §l.2. We assign the parabolic elements A, B, B-IA-I to the punctures 
pll , pl2 ,p13 on SI (we use the action of F on JH(2). The group F = ro 
represents the thrice punctured sphere So' 

Let k = 0, 1, ... , d - 1. Having constructed the group r l = t (with in-
variant component ~) of graph type ~ that represents the surface Stk, we 
proceed to construct the group rl+l = r of graph type ~k+1 that represents 
the surface Szk+l. We assume that we have assigned to each edge (including 
the phantom edges) of ~k a parabolic element of rtk that represents the cor-
responding partition curve (or puncture) on Stk . We now assume that the edge 

Sit is clear from §7.2 that such an algorithm should exist. The purpose of this subsection is to 
show that this algorithm is rational in log tj . The algorithm produces a group rr for each t E Cd 
with It I < I and all components of t nonzero (see also §13.) The group is a torsion free terminal 
b-group if and only if t E Do(g') . 
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ak+1 E g'k+1 -g'k originates at the puncture pii and terminates at the puncture 
pi'i' . We conisder the three possible cases: 

(I) The edge ak+1 disconnects ~+I. In this case / =F j, Si E g'k and Si' E 
g'k+1 - g'k· We start with the parabolic element Al E t that has been assigned 
to the puncture pii. Choose the structure subgroup FI of t that contains the 
parabolic motion AI. Let BI be the parabolic element of FI that has been 
assigned to the puncture pii+l. Then (by induction) (AI' BI ) are canonical 
generators for FI . Solve for b2 in 

(7.5.1) t"k+1 = cr(b2 , J(A I), J(BI ), J(B;I 0 A~I)). 

Use Lemma 12.2 with A = A~I and b = b2 to solve for B = B2 • The group 
r is t with B2 adjoined. 

.1.1 1 
We assign the parabolic elements B2 to the puncture pJ I + . The parabolic 

element B:; loA I is automatically assigned to the puncture pi' i' +2 • The new 
structure subgroup (for the vertex Si') is the triangle group 

F2 = F(J(A;I), J(B2), J(B:;I 0 AI)). 

The new modular subgroup (for the edge ak+ I) is the amalgamated free product 
(AFP) of FI = F(J(A I ), J(BI ), J(B;l oAI )) and F2 across the cyclic parabolic 
subgroup (AI). 

(II) The edge ak+1 joins two distinct vertices on ~+I but does not disconnect 
g'k+l. In this case / =F j but Si and Si' E ~. Start with the parabolic 
elements Al and A2 of t that have been assigned to· the punctures pii and 
pi'i' . Choose the structure subgroup F2 (FI ) of t that contains the parabolic 
motion A2 (AI). Let BI E FI (B2 E F2) be the parabolic motion that has 

.. I .,., I 
been assigned to the puncture pJI+ (pJ I + ). Then (Ai' B) are canonical 
generators for Fj, j = 1,2. Solve for b2 in (7.5.1) with A = AI. Use 
Lemma 12.2 with A = Al and b = b2 to solve for B = B2. Then (AI' B I ) 
and (AI' B2) are canonical generators for distinct triangle groups FI and F. 
Use the Remark in § 1.3 or Proposition 12.6 to solve for C, where 

-I -I - -I-c 0 A2 0 C = A I ' C 0 B2 0 C = B2 ' C F2 C = F. 

The group r is t with C adjoined. The modular subgroup corresponding to 
the edge ak+1 is the AFP of FI and F across (AI). 

(III) The edge ak+1 joins the vertex Si on g'k+1 to itself. In this case / = j and 
.. .. I 

the edge ak +! starts at the puncture pJI and ends at pJI+ . Let A and B be 
the parabolic elements assigned to the punctures pii and pii+! . Then (A, B) 
are canonical generators for the structure subgroup F of t corresponding to 
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.. 

FIGURE 10. A trivalent graph and corresponding maxi-
mal partition for a surface of genus 2. 
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the vertex sj. Solve for C using Proposition 12.4 with 'l" = 'l"k+1 • The group 
r is then t with C adjoined. The modular group corresponding to the edge 
ak +! is the HNN-extension of F by the motion C. 

Remarks. (1) As a result of§12.5, construction (III) can be considered a special 
case of (II). 

(2) The parabolic elements assigned to the punctures ~j depend on the 
horocyclic coordinates of the group r t (that is, they depend on the choice of 
the logarithms of the tk's). However, the group r t is independent of these 
choices; it depends only on the graph :§ (with its ·semicanonical ordering) and 
the plumbing parameters t. 

Two illustrative examples. There are exactly two combinatorially distinct max-
imal partitions of a compact surface of genus 2; these are illustrated in Figures 
10 and 11 (see p. 548). 

The Figure 10 construction. Let r k be the group corresponding to the graph 
:§k. (Thus r = r 3 , :§ = :§3.) The vertex Sl has boundary components 
pll , pl2 , pl3 , while S2 has boundary components p21 , p22, p23. We view 
(see §3.2) the edge a l as originating at pll and ending at p12; the edge a2 

starts at pl3 and ends at p21; the edge a3 starts at p22 and ends at p23. 

We start with the group F of §1.2 that represents the part Sl (see also §12.1): 
FI = F(oo, 0, I), with canonical generators (A, B) representing the punctures 
pll and p12 , respectively. 
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at 

FIGURE 11. The second trivalent graph on two vertices. 

The construction corresponding to a l is of type (III). The group r l is de-
scribed by 

r l = (A, CI ; A is accidental parabolic, (B-1 0 A-I) 
-I -I -I . . } =CI oAoCloA =[CI,A .]lsparabohc. 

The motion CI is uniquely defined (see Proposition 12.4) by the conditions 
CI oB-1 oC~1 = A and cr(CI(f(A)) , f(A) , f(B) , f(A- I oB-I)) = 'I. Thus 
(seealso§6.3) CI = i[!II~] and r l = GI is the modular subgroup corresponding 
to the partition curve al . For notational convenience, we relabel A = Al . 

The construction corresponding to the edge a2 is of type (I). We start with the 
group FI = F(I, 00,0) with canonical generators (B- 1 oA~1 , AI) determined 
from the cyclic ordering of the boundary components of Sl. We adjoin an 
element B2 (corresponding to the puncture p22) according to Lemma 12.2; 
that is, we solve for f(B2) = a 2 in '2 = cr(a2 , 1,00,0) (thus a 2 = 1 - 1/'2)' 
and construct a new triangle group F2 with canonical generators (AI 0 B, B2 ). 
We have: 
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to the curve a2 is the free group generated by B-1 0 A~I, AI and B2 : the 
AFP of FI and F2 across (B- 1 0 A~I). We relabel B-1 0 A~I = A2 . The 
presentation for r 2 (a group of type (1,2» is 

r 2 = (AI' CI ' B2; AI and A2 = [CI ' A~ll are accidental parabolic, 
-I . -I -I 

B2 and B2 0 A2 are parabolIc, [AI ,Cll 0 B2 0 (B2 0 A2) = J}. 

(The last equality may be omitted.) 
The construction corresponding to the edge a3 is of type (III). We start with 

the group F2 = F(1 - 1/7:2, (7:2 - 2)/(7:2 - 1), 1) with canonical generators 
(B2' B;I 0 A2). We adjoin the unique Mobius transformation C3 with (see 
§12.4) C3 0 (B;I 0 A2)-1 0 C;I = B2 and 

cr( C3(f(B2», f(B2) , f(B:;1 0 A2) , f(A:;I)) = 7:3; 

it is given by 
2 2 

C _ .[7:37:2+2(1-7:3)7:2+7:3-2 -7:37:2+(37:3-2)7:2-27:3+3] 
3- 1 2 2 . 7:37:2 + (2 - 7:3)7:2 - 1 -7:37:2 - 2(1 - 7:3)7:2 + 2 

The modular subgroup G3 corresponding to a3 is generated freely as an 
abstract group by the Mobius transformations B2 and C3 • We relabel B;I = 
A3 • The presentation for r = r 3 is 

r = (AI' CI ' A3, C3; AI ' A2 = [CI ' A~ll and A3 are accidental parabolic, 
-I 

[AI ,Cd 0 [A3, C3l = J) . 

The Figure 11 construction. We view aj as joining the puncture plj on Sl 
to p2j on S2, j = 1,2,3. We start once again with FI = F(oo, 0,1) 
and canonical generators (A, B) representing the punctures pI I , p12. The 
group r l = GI is the AFP of FI with F2 = F(oo, 7:1 ,7:1 - 1) across (A); the 
canonical generators for F2 are (A-I, BI = B;I) with BI representing the 

1 

puncture p22. We relabel A = AI. The standard presentation for r l is 

r l = (AI' B, B I ; AI is accidental parabolic, B, B-1 oA~1 , BI , B;I oAI 

are parabolic, B 0 (B- 1 0 A~I) 0 BI 0 (B;I 0 AI) = J}. 

The construction corresponding to the edge a l was of type (1). We proceed to 
the construction of type (II) corresponding to the edge a2 • We will adjoin an 
element C2 that satisfies C2 oB-1 0 C;I = BI . We first construct G2 ; it is the 
AFP of FI = F(O, 1,00) with F(O, b2, B- I/2(b2», with canonical generators 
(B- 1, B2), across (B). Here 

7:2 = er( b2 ' 0, 1, 00) , 
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Now F(O, b2, B- I /2(b2)) is conjugate via C2 to F("'I' "'I - 1,00); that is, 
" b -1/2 b -I C2F(0, 2' B (2))C2 = F(",1' "'I - 1,00). 

Thus C2 conjugates B-1 to BI and is given by 

C = ["'1("'2- 2)+1 "'I] 
2 1'2 - 2 1· 

The standard presentation for r 2 is (B = A2 ) 

r 2 = (AI' A2 , C2 ; AI' A2 are accidental parabolic, A~2 oA~1 , C2 oA2C;1 0 Al 

are parabolic, [C;I , A2] 0 (A~I 0 A~I) 0 (AI 0 C2 0 A2 0 C;I) = /}. 

The construction corresponding to the edge a3 is also of type (II). The modular 
subgroup G3 is the AFP of FI = F(I, 00, 0) with F(I, b3, (A 0 B)I/2(b3)) 
across (B- 1 0 A-I) . Here 

"'3 = cr(b3' 1, 00, 0), 

The new group F(I, b3", (AoB)I/2(b3)) is conjugate via C3 to F("'1- 1, 00, "'I); 
that is, 

b 1/2 b -I C3F(I, 3'(AoB) (3))C3 =F("'1-1,00''''I). 

Thus C3 0 (A 0 B) 0 C;I = B;I 0 A, and 

C = [("'I - 1)"'3 + 1 (1 - "'1)"'3 + "'I - 2] . 
3 "'3 1-"'3 

The standard presentation for r = r 3 is 

r = (AI' A2 , C2 ' C3; AI' A2 and A3 = Al 0 A2 are accidental parabolic, 
-I -I -I [C2 ,A2] 0 [AI 0 A2 , C3 0 Al ] = /) . 

The group r is constructed from FI and F2 by one AFP and two HNN-
extensions. 

7.6. We extend the constructions of §7.5 to include the case where t E D(~)
Do(~). Let ~' be the augmented subgraph of ~ obtained by breaking each 
edge aj for which tj = O. Let r be the number of nodes on St (equiva-
lently, the number of zero components of the vector t). Let ~, ... , ~ be 
the connected components of ~' and let l, k = 1, ... , s, be the vector 
containing only the components of t corresponding to the edges in ~k. Then 
l E Do(~) and the singular surface St is obtained from the disjoint union 
SO = St l U··· U Sf by identifying r distinct pairs of punctures to form nodes. 
Let aI' bl ' ... , a" b, be the list of phantom edges on ~' so that ~ is con-
structed from ~' by connecting each of the r pairs of phantom edges aj , bj 

to form an edge. 
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We reorder the graphs ~, ... ,~ and the phantom edges ai' b1 , ••• , aT' 
bT , if necessary, so that for j = 1, ... , s - 1, aj is a phantom edge on the 
graph ~+1 and bj is a phantom edge on some ~k with k = k(j) :$ j. Each 
of the 2r phantom edges determines a puncture on the surface SO . 

A configuration r of graph type :§ representing the surface St is a collection 

(7.6.1) 

where: 
(i) For j = 1, ... , s, rj is a terminal torsion free b-group of graph type 

~ that represents the surface Sti • We call rj a component group of the con-
figuration r. 

(ii) For j = 1, ... , s - 1, the punctures aj on Sti+1 and bj on StkU) are 
represented by the parabolic element Aj E r j +1 n r kU). Further, the puncture 
a j lies to the left (right) of the horocircles determined by A j if and only if the 
puncture bj lies to the right (left) of the horocircles. 

(iii) For j = s, ... , r, R j is an identification of the conjugacy class {{A j }} 

of parabolic elements in r kU) representing the puncture a j on StkU) with the 
conjugacy class {{ B j }} of parabolic elements in r mU) representing the punc-
ture bj on Stm(j). Further, as in (ii), the horocircles determined by Aj lie to 
the left (right) of the puncture aj if and only if the horocircles determined by 
Bj lie to the right (left) of the puncture bj • 

Two configurations (7.6.1) and 

r' = {~, ... , r:; A~, ... , A:_1 ; R:, ... , R~} 

are conjugate if there exist Mobius transformations C1 , ••• , Cs so that 

j = 1, ... , s, 

and the resulting (not necessarily well-defined) map 8: r 1 uo 0 ours -+ r;. uo 0 our: 
satisfies 

(7.6.2) 8(A) = A~ for j = 1, ... , s - 1, 

and 

(7.6.3) 8(Rj ) = R~ for j = s, ... , r. 

Condition (7.6.2) means that A~ = Cj 0 Aj 0 Cj- 1 = CkU) 0 Aj 0 C~~)' j = 
1, .. 0 , s - 1 ; from which it follows that Cj = CkU) 0 Ej for j = 1, ... , s - 1 , 
where E j is a parabolic Mobius transformation with f(E j ) = f(A). Condition 
(7.6.3) means that if the relation R~ matches {{A~}} with {{B~}} for j = 
s, ... , r, then 8(A) is conjugate to A~ or its inverse in r:U) and 8(B) is 
conjugate to B~ or its inverse in r'mu). 
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Theoremo For each t E D(~), there exists a unique configuration, up to conju-
gation, of graph type ~ that represents the surface St. 

Proof. Existence is established by induction on s. It should be observed that if 
A is a parabolic element of a torsion free terminal b-group r with invariant 
component A that represents a puncture on A/r that lies to the left of the 
horocircles determined by A, then E 0 A -I 0 E = A is parabolic in ErE and 
represents a puncture on E(A)/ErE that lies to the right of the horocircles 
determined by A, whenever E is elliptic of order 2 and fixes f(A). Unique-
ness for nonsingular surfaces is a consequence of a theorem of Maskit [Mt2]: 
If rj is a torsion free terminal b-group of type (p, n) with invariant com-
ponent Aj (j = 1,2) and if AI/rl is conformally equivalent to A2/r2 as 
maximally partitioned Riemann surfaces (this means that the image under the 
equivalence of a partition curve on Al /r I is freely homotopic to a partition 
curve on A2/r2), then r l is conjugate to r 2 • Uniqueness in the general case 
is now easily established. The details are left to the reader. 

Remark. We describe an alternate construction of the configuration rt • Choose 
any t* E Do(~) with the property that t; = tj for all j = 1, ... , d, with tj #-
O. For j = 1, ... , s, let S(j) be the connected component of St" -{ak ; tk = O} 
corresponding to the graph ~. We represent the surface St" by the group r tO 

of graph type ~ with invariant component A. We choose subgroups r j , j = 
1 , ... , s , and parabolic elements A j' j = 1 , ... , s - 1 , as follows". Let A; be 
a component of the preimage of S( I) in A, let r I be its stabilizer in r t" and let 
Al be the invariant component of r l (note that A; CAe AI). Then we have 
r l = rtl . Choose a parabolic element Al E rt, that represents the puncture bl . 
Having chosen, for k = 1, ... , s - 1 , the subgroups {rl ' ... ,rk } of r t" that 
represent the surfaces {Stl, ... , Std and the parabolic elements {AI' ... , Ak} 
that represent the punctures {aI' .•. ,ak_ l } and {bl , ... , bk}, we proceed to 
choose the group r k+1 as the (unique) stabilizer of a component of a preimage 
of Sk+1 with the puncture ak represented by the parabolic element Ak and if 
k :5 s - 2, the parabolic element Ak+1 is chosen as any element of the group 
r k+1 that represents the puncture bk • The relations are constructed from the 
zero coordinates of the vector t. They correspond to parabolic elements that are 
not conjugate in the component groups of the configuration, but are conjugate 
in the group rtO . 

8. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODULI SPACES 

In this section we determine the structure of N(r)/r and Modr for r a 
torsion free terminal b-group of type (0, 4) and (1, 1). This will lead us 
to the formula for an isomorphism between T(O, 4) and T( 1 , 1) in terms of 
horocyclic coordinates. In the next section, we will describe the structure of 
Mod r for arbitrary torsion free terminal b-groups r. 
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8.1. Let r = r l (0::) be the group of type (0,4) studied in §6.1. We observe 
that AI/2 E N(r) - r; 

AI/2CBjoA-I/2=(AoB)-I, j= 1,2. 

Thus AI/2 F j A- I /2 = Fj , j = 1,2. Next we consider 

(8.1.2) . [1 -0::] 
Ea.=l 0 -1 ' 

and observe that 
-I -I -I -I -1-1 

Ea. 0 A 0 Ea. = A, Ea. 0 BI 0 Ea. = B2 , Ea. 0 B2 0 Ea. = BI . 

Thus Ea. E N(r) - r, and conjugation by Ea. interchanges FI and F2 . 
Let E E N(r). Then E conjugates A to a r-conjugate of A±I . Following 

E by an element of r, we may assume that Eo A 0 E- I = A±I. Following 
E by Ea.' if necessary, we may assume that Eo A 0 E- I = A. It follows that 
E conjugates Fj onto itself (for j = 1, 2), and hence E must be a power of 
AI/2. We have shown that N(r)/r is Z2 $Z2' the Klein four group. We claim 
that N(r) is a terminal regular b-group of signature (0, 4; 2, 2, 2, 00) .9 To 
verify this claim, let F3 be the triangle group of signature (0, 3; 2, 00, 00) 
generated by F = FI and A 1/2 . Its presentation is 

F3 = (AI/2, B I ; IAI/21 = 00 = IBII, IAI/2 oB11 = 2). 

The elementary group F4 generated by AI/2 and Ea. is euclidean of signature 
(0, 3; 2, 2, 00) and has standard presentation 

F4 = (AI/2, Ea.; IAI/21 = 00, lEa.l = 2 = IAI/2 0 Ea.!)' 

The group N(r) (see Figure 12 on page 554) is the AFP of F3 and F4 across 
(A 1/2). Its standard presentation is 

N(rl (0::» = (AI/2 , B I , Ea.; IBII = 00, lEa.l = 2, IAI/2 0 BII = 2 = IAI/2 0 Ea.I, 

A 1/2 is accidental parabolic) . 

By the results of [BG] and [K2], we may use T(N(rl (0::0 ))) as a model for 
T(O, 4) , where 0::0 = 2i , for example. We showed in [K6] that tr(E" 0 B I ) is a 
global coordinate for the Teichmuller space T(N(rl (0::0»), A simple computa-
tion shows that tr(Ea. 0 B I ) = 2io:: . 

8.2. A variation of the argument of §8.1 describes all the geometric automor-
ph isms of r = r l (0::). Let WE Nqc(r). Replacing W by yo (r) or E" 0 yo (r) 

(with y E r) , we may assume that W conjugates FI onto itself and commutes 
with A . It follows that on FI ' () w is conjugation by Ak/2 with k E Z. Replac-
ing W by A-k / 2 0 w, we may assume that (r) commutes with each element of 

9The signature of a terminal b-group is defined in [K6], for example. 
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a/2 

-----------.----------------------~ 

FIGURE 12. A fundamental domain for N(rl (a». 

Fl' Now w conjugates F2 to yF2y-1 for some y E F2 . Since w commutes 
with A E F2, Y must be the identity. Thus 0w1F2 is conjugation by Ak 12. It 
remains to verify that the automorphism 0: r -+ r defined by 

{ 
y for y E FI , 

O(y) = AI/2 A-1/2 r F. o y 0 lor y E 2' 

is geometric. This automorphism 0 is induced by the half Dehn twist about 
the partition curve a (corresponding to the element A E r). The action of 0 
on T(O, 4) in the a-coordinates described in §6.1 is a 1-+ a+ 1. It follows that 
e27CiQ is a complete invariant for the Kleinian group r and that R(r) is complex 
analytically equivalent to a punctured disc. It is convenient to summarize the 
above information in the following exact sequence: 

1 -+ N(r)/r -+ Modr -+ AutT(r); 

Z2 Etl Z2 
we identify the image of Mod r in Aut T(r) with the additive group Z, where 
1 E Z corresponds to the half Dehn twist about the partition curve a. We note 
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that the half Dehn twist permutes exactly two of the four punctures on fl./r 
(and fixes the other two). The permuted pair of punctures lie on the same side 
of the partition curve a. 
8.3. Let r = r 2(T) be the group of type (1, 1) described in §6.3. Let E E 
N(r). Then E maps JH[: onto y(JH[:) with y E r. It follows that y-I 0 E 
maps JH[: onto itself and belongs to Na(F) = PSL(2, Z). We replace E by 
y-I oE. Now EoAoE- 1 is conjugate in r to A±I , while Eo (AoB)oE- 1 is 
conjugate in F to A 0 B. Following E by an element of F, if necessary, we 
may assume that E commutes with A 0 B . Hence E = (A 0 B)k/2 with k E Z . 
We compute 

CO(AOB)-1/2=i[~ -~~2] =E7:+2 (inPSL(2,C)), 

(AoB)I/20Co(AoB)-1/2 = i [=~ 2::;] = (AoB)oC- I . 

We have shown that N(r)/r ~ Z2. The element E7:+2 E N(r) is elliptic of 
order 2 and conjugates A to A-I. To compute N(r), we let F5 be the group 
generated by (A 0 B) 1/2 and F. It has signature (0, 3; 00, 00, 2). A standard 
presentation for Fs is 

F5 = (A-I, (A 0 B)I/2; IAI = 00, I(A 0 B)I/21 = 00, IA- I 0 (A oB)I/21 = 2). 

The group F6 generated by E7:+2 = Co (A 0 B)-1/2 and A-I is euclidean of 
signature (0, 3; 00, 2, 2). Its presentation is 

-I -I -I F6 = (A ,E7:+2; IA I = 00, IE7:+2 I = 2, IA 0 E7:+21 = 2) . 
The AFP of Fs and F6 is precisely N(r). See Figure 13 on page 557. Its 
standard presentation is 

N(r2(T» = (A-I, (AoB//2, E7:+2; A-I is accidental parabolic, I(AoB)I/21 = 00, 

IA- I 0 (A 0 B)I/21 = 2, IE7:+2 I = 2, IA-I 0 E7:+21 = 2). 

We show in [K6] that tr«A 0 B)I/2 0 E7:+2) = iT is a global coordinate for the 
Teichmiiller space of N(r2(TO» , where TO E T(I, I) is arbitrary. For future 
use, we record the action of two elements of N(r) - r on generators for the 
group r: 
(I) (AoB)-1/2 0Ao (AoB)I/2 = B, (AoB)-1/2 0Co(AoB)I/2 = C- I o(AoB). 

This automorphism sends F to itself. 
-I -I -1-1 

(II) E7:+20AoE7:+2 = A, E7:+20CoE7:+2 = (AoB)oC = AoC oA . 

This automorphism takes F to C F C- I ; note that C (JH[:) =f:. JH[: . 

Remark. The conformal self-map of fl./r induced by either of the above maps 
corresponds to a half Dehn twist about the puncture on fl./r. 
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8.4. Let ()) E Nqc(r) induce the geometric automorphism (). Then ()(A) is 
conjugate to A±I in r. Following () by conjugation by Er:+2 (if necessary), 
we may assume that ()(A) is conjugate to A and (following () by a conjugation 
by an element of r) that ()(A) = A. Now ()(F) is a structure subgroup of 
r and since ()(F) n F ::) (A), either ()(F) = F or ()(F) and F stabilize 
adjacent structure regions. The quasiconformal map ()) fixes the structure loop 
corresponding to A. It cannot reverse the orientation of this loop (otherwise it 
would conjugate A to A -I) . It follows that (J) fixes each of these two structure 
regions and hence ()(F) = F . Thus ()IF E NR(F) with ()(A) = A. Hence ()IF 
is conjugation by Ak/2 for some k E Z. If k is odd, then () takes B to an 
element conjugate to B- 1 0 A-I. But ()(B) must be conjugate to B±I in r. 
It follows that k is even. Following () by conjugation by Ak/2 E r, we may 
assume that ()(A) = A, ()(B) = B; that is, () a~s trivially on F. Now () is 
determined completely by its value on C. Let C = ()(C). Then from (6.3.1) 

- I - I - I - I we conclude Co(B- )oC- = A. It follows that (CoC- )oAo(CoC- ) = A. 
- - k Since both C and C belong to r we conclude that C = A 0 C , for some 

k E Z. Existence of these geometric automorphisms is guaranteed by the Dehn 
twists around the curve ii. The action of () on T( 1, 1) in the T coordinate is 
T 1-+ T + 2. Hence eXiT is a complete invariant for the conjugacy class of r in 
PSL(2, C). 

We describe (up to inner automorphisms) an arbitrary geometric automor-
phism () of r. These automorphisms are of two types: 

(I) () is the identity on F and ()( C) = Ak 0 C for some k E Z, or 
(II) () conjugates F to CFC- I , ()(A) = A-I and ()(C) = Ak 0 C- I oA- 1 , 

for some k E Z . 
Again, an exact sequence encodes the above data: 

1 -+ N(r)/r -+ Modr -+ AutT(r). 

Z2 
We identify the image of Mod r in Aut T(r) with 2Z, with 2 E Z correspond-
ing to the Dehn twist about the partition curve ii on Il/r. 
8.5. Let r be a terminal b-group of signature (0, 4; 2, 2, 2, 00). Without 
loss of generality we may take r = N(r2(T)) of §8.3. Let Il be the invari-
ant component of r. Let (J) E Nqc(r). Then (J) induces a self-map of Il/r 
that preserves the partition curve as well as each part (because the two parts 
have different signature). Thus ()1iJ(A) is conjugate to A±I . Now ()1iJ(A) must 
be conjugate to A (otherwise the two parts of Il/r would be interchanged). 
Replacing (J) by J' 0 (J) for some J' E r, we achieve ()1iJ(A) = A. It follows 
that 81iJ(F) = Fj' j = 5 and 6, and thus there exists E j E N(F) such that 
81iJIFj = 8E IFj . The map that Es induces on lHI:IFs fixes the image of the el-

l 

liptic fixed point and the puncture corresponding to A; and thus is the identity. 
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1+./2 

, 
f( A-1o(A-S)2) = 

----------------~r_----------------------~ 

FIGURE 13. A fundamental domain for N(r2(1'». 

It follows that we may assume that E5 = I. Since E6 conjugates A to itself, 
E6 = [~ ~] for some b E C* . Since E6 0 Er+2 0 E6 1 must be of the form 

z .- (-1/ (z - ; - I) + (; + I) + 2n , k, n E Z, 

we conclude that b = n or (equivalently) that E6 = An/ 2 • We have shown that 
every geometric automorphism of r is conjugate to an automorphism () that 
satisfies 

()(A) = A, ()«A 0 B)I/2) = (A 0 B)I/2 , 

As before, these are precisely the Dehn twists about the partition curve. The 
above considerations have also shown that N(r) = r. 

As before, tr«A oB)I/2 o Er+2) = i1' is a global coordinate for T(ro) , where 
r 0 is an arbitrary b-group of signature (0, 4; 2, 2, 2, 00). The action of () 
on T(ro) in these coordinates is given by 1''- r+2n. Hence eXiT is a complete 
invariant for the conjugacy class of r. (Note that (A 0 B)I/2 0 C 0 (A 0 B)-1/2 
is conjugate to C in r.) 

8.6. We have seen that for all l' E T(I, I), r2(1') C r l (1') and l' E T(O, 4). 
The groups N(rl (1'» and N(r2(1'» are never conjugate since their invariants 
(e2XiT and eXiT) are different. Given 0: E T(O, 4), then (recall §6.3, Remarks 
(2) and (3» we can construct a group r 2(0:) that is a candidate for a point in 
T( I, I) . 
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Theorem. The map a 1-+ • = 2a establishes a complex analytic isomorphism 
between T(O, 4) and T(I, 1). 
Proof. The map from T(O, 4) to T(I, 1) is constructed as follows. Let a E 
T(O, 4). Find. E T(I, 1) so that N(rl(a)) = N(r2(.)). For any a o E 
T(O, 4) andany .0 E T(I, 1), the inclusions rl(ao) c N(rl(aO)) and r 2(.0) c 
N(r2(.0)) induce isomorphisms 

(8.6.1) 

Hence our recipe is a well-defined holomorphic bijection of T(0,4) onto 
T(I, 1). We have seen that the first of the maps (8.6.1) in the a-coordinates 
is multiplication by !, while the second is the identity in the .-coordinates. 
Indeed, it is easy to see that N(rl (a)) and N(r2(2a)) are conjugate groups. 
Let E(z) = 2z + 1; then 

-I -1/2 EoBloE = (AoB) , -I 
EoEo:oE =E20:+2 • 

CoroUary 1. For a E T(O, 4), r 2(a) is a terminal b-group of signature (1, 1; 
00) if and only if 2a E T( 1, 1). 

CoroUary 2. If. E T(I, 1), then 1m. > 1. 
Proof. We saw in §6.1 that for a E T(O, 4) we must have Ima > !. 
8.7. Our work on one-dimensional moduli spaces has immediate applications 
to more complicated groups. 

Theorem. Let r beatorsionfreeterminal b-groupoftype (0,4), (1,1), (1,2) 
or (2, 0). Then N(r)/r always contains an element of order 2 corresponding 
to the hyperelliptic involution on fl/r; this element (viewed as an element of 
Mod r) acts trivially on T(r). 
Proof. The (0, 4) and (1, 1) cases have been treated already. Assume that r 
is of type (2, 0). Then the graph corresponding to r is given by either Figure 
10 or 11 and the structure of r is described by the illustrative examples in §7.5. 

The Figure 10 example. The Mobius transformation A~/2 conjugates G2 onto 
itself (see equation (8.1.1)); as a matter of fact 

1/2 -1/2 1/2 -I -1/2 -1 
A2 0 A I 0 A2 = B , A2 0 B2 0 A2 = B2 0 A2 . 

Further, A~/2 conjugates GI and G3 onto themselves (see the end of ~8.3, case 
(I)); 

The Figure 11 example. Let E = ET as defined by (8.1.2). Then E conjugates 
I 

G I onto itself. Direct calculations show that 
-I -I EoCjoE = Cj , j = 2,3. 
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Remark.· The Mobius transformation E satisfies E2 = I, Eo B 0 E- I = BI ' 
E oBI oE- 1 = B. Hence 

-I -I -I -I 
Eo C2 ° E ° BI ° E ° C2 ° E = Eo C2 ° B ° C2 ° E = Eo BI ° E = B . 

Thus EoC2oE and C;1 conjugate BI to B- 1 • Since tr(EoC2oE) = trC;1 , 
we would like to conclude that EoC2oE = C;1 ; orientation consideration plus 
Lemma 12.3 allow us to do so. It is simpler just to compute (using a symbolic 
manipulation program such as MACSYMA). 

To finish the proof of the theorem, we must consider groups of type (1, 2) . 
The admissible graphs of type (1, 2) are subgraphs of graphs of type (2, 0) , 
and have already been considered in the above proof. 

9. MODULI SPACES FOR TORSION FREE TERMINAL b-GROUPS 

This section is devoted to the study of the moduli or Riemann spaces of 
torsion free terminal b-groups and admissible graphs. 

9.1. Let r be a torsion free terminal b-group of graph type ~ with invariant 
component d and ordinary set Q. We use the same notation and conventions 
as in §7.2. To study the moduli space R(r) = T(r)/Modr, we choose rep-
resentatives AI' ... ,Ad of the nonconjugate, primitive, accidental parabolic 
elements in r, and modular subgroups Gj c r such that A j is accidental 
parabolic in Gj , j = 1, ... , d. The parabolic motion Aj and the group Gj 

k correspond to the edge aj on ~. Let S , k = 1,2, ... , v, be the parts of 
So = d/r -1:, where 1: = {ai' ... , ad} is the partition on S = d/r determined 
by the accidental parabolic elements in r. We assume, as usual, that d> O. 

Let (J) E Nqc(r). The quasiconformal map (J) fixes d, conjugates r onto 
itself and takes accidental parabolics onto accidental parabolics. Hence the 
induced map iiJ: d/r -+ d/r has the property that, for j = 1, ... , d, iiJ(a) is 
freely homotopic to aG2 (j) , where G2 is a permutation of {I , ... , d}. We may 
assume (see, for example, [B 1 0)), without loss of generality, that iiJ( a j) = a~ ~j) , 

j = 1, ... , d. It follows that iiJ takes parts of So onto other parts; that 
is, there exists a permutation G 1 of {I, ... ,v} such that iiJ(Sk) = SG1(k) , 
k = 1 , ... , v. Since iiJ also permutes the punctures of d/r, it maps the set of 
phantom edges of ~ onto itself. Thus we have produced an automorphism G = 
g( (J)) of the augmented graph ~: an element of Aut ~. The automorphism 
g( (J)) depends only on the equivalence class of (J) in Mod r. Hence we have a 
well-defined group homomorphism 

(9.l.1) g: Modr -+ Aut~. 

Remark. Both G2 and G1 can be the identity without G being the identity 
because G also acts on the phantom edges and can reverse the orientation of 
edges. If a is an edge of ~ that joins a vertex S to itself, then there exists 
an automorphism G of ~ that preserves all the other edges and sends a to its 
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inverse. If a' is the other edge or phantom edge emanating from S, then the 
half Dehn twist about a' projects (via g) onto (J. 

Caution. In defining the homomorphism from Modr to Aug~ we have used 
the fact that the elements of the modular group arise from orientation preserv-
ing maps. An edge in the graph ~ determines a cylinder N on the surface S 
as well as a central curve a on N . Let W be an orientation preserving auto-
morphism of N that fixes the curve a. Then OJ reverses the orientation of a 
if and only if it interchanges the components of N - {a}. Orientation revers-
ing automorphisms do not have this property. A nontrivial (in the sense that 
it is not a product of Dehn twists about partition curves) orientation reversing 
self-map of S may induce the trivial automorphism of ~ . 

9.2. As before, we let ~ be the restriction of ~ to the edges ai' ... ,ak for 
k = 1 , ... , d . Then ~ is connected and admissible since ~ has a semicanon-
ical ordering for its edges. We let r k be the subgroup of r corresponding to 
the graph ~k. At this point it is important to recall the conventions of §3.2. 
Choose structure loops ai' ... ,ad that cover the partition curves ai' ... , ad 
(see ·§5.1). We choose these loops so that for j = 1, ... , d, the modular re-
gion Dj that covers the modular part Tj contains aj and so that Dj n Di is 
nonempty for some i with 1 ~ i ~ j - 1. We may assume that Gj is the 
modular subgroup of r that stabilizes D j . 

9.3. We define a homomorphism (recall (9.1.1)) 

(9.3.1) q: ker g ~ ModGI X ... X ModGd 

as follows. If 8 = 8w ' W E Nqc(r), 8 E ker g, then 8(A) is conjugate 
in r to Aj" It follows that 8(Gj ) = EjGjEjl for some Ej E r. Then 
8r l 08 conjugates Gj onto itself and induces an element of MOdGj • If 

} 
-I - --I - --I EjGjEj = EjGjEj for some other element Ej E r, then Ej 0 Ej E Gj 

and 8E-:-I 08 = 8E-:-I oE 0 8r l 08 is equivalent in ModGj to 8E-:-I 08. One 
} } } J } 

shows similarly that replacing OJ by Eo W for some E E r results in the same 
element of MOdGj . Thus we have a well-defined mapping q (between the 
groups in (9.3.1)). 

The mapping q is a homomorphism. For WI and OJ2 E Nqc(r) , let 8i = 8w; 

and assume that 8i(G) = EY)G/EY»)-I . Then 

(820 81)(G.) = 82(E~I)G.(E(l»)-I) = 82(E~I») 0 E(2)G.(E(2))-1 0 82(E(I»)-1 , 
} }}} }}}} } 

and for y E r, 
(2) -I (I) -I (I) (2) (J(E(2»-1 0 (J2 0 (J(E(I»-I 0 (JI (y) = (Ej ) 0 (J2«Ej ) 0 (JI (y) 0 Ej ) 0 Ej 

J J 

= (Ey») -I 0 82(EY»)-1 0 (J2«(JI (y)) 0 (J2(EY») 0 Ey) 

= «(J[82(E(1»oE(2)]-1 0 (J2 0 (JI)(y); 
J J 
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from which it follows that q(82 0 81) = q(82 )q(81). 

Let 8 E ker g. Without loss of generality 8(AI) = AI. Assume q(8) = I. 
Then £1 = I and 81GI = 8B with BI E GI . It follows that BI is a power of 

1 

AI and that without loss of generality we may assume that BI = I. Assume 
by induction that 81Gj is the identity for j = 1, ... , k, k < d. Then Ak+1 
belongs to r k and it follows that 8(Ak+I) = Ak+I. Since this implies that 
8(Gk + l ) = Gk +1 ' it follows that 81Gk+1 is conjugation by a power of A k+ l • 
Since Gk+1 intersects nontrivially some Gj with 1 :5 j :5 k, we conclude that 
81Gk+1 is the identity. Thus q is a monomorphism. 
9.4. To describe the image of q it is convenient to define Modor = ker g . 
Note that each G; (1:5 i :5 d) also has a graph (of type (0,4) or (1, 1» 
associated to it. Hence the subgroups ModoG; are well defined. It is obvious 
that 
(9.4.1) 

Now, ModoG; acts effectively on T(G;) (see (§§8.2 and 8.4) and consists of the 
Dehn twists about the partition curve a;; thus we can identify ModoG; ~ 2Z. 
It follows that the map q of (9.4.1) is surjective and that Modor is the free 
abelian group of rank d, consisting of the products of the Dehn twists about 
the partition curves. 

Proposition. The quotient space T(r) jker g is biholomorphically equivalent to 
a domain in a product of d punctured discs. If 't' = ('t' I ' ... , 't'd) are horo-
cyclic coordinates on T(r), then the plumbing coordinates (defined in §7.3) 
t = (tl ' ... , td ) are coordinates on the quotient space. 
Theorem. We have Do(~) ~ T(r)jker g; hence Do(~) is a domain of holo-
morphy. 
Proof. The isomorphism follows from the description of the construction algo-
rithm for r (see §7.5). The fact that Do(~) is a domain of holomorphy then 
follows from an observation of Hejhal [HI]. 

9.S. We need the following technical result. 

Proposition. Let to E Do(~) and let ak (d < k :5 d + n) be a phantom edge 
on ~. For t E D(~), let z(t) be a horocyclic coordinate on St at the puncture 
corresponding to ak . Assume that the image of z(to) contains the horodisc of 
radius ro > o. Let 0 < e < ro. There exists ad> 0, that depends only on to 
and ~, such that for It - tol < d, the image of z(t) contains the horodisc of 
radius ro - e . 
Remarks. (1) The reader should review the discussion of §3.6. 

(2) There are exactly two choices for the coordinate z(t); they differ by a 
minus sign. 
Proof of proposition. Let r be a terminal b-group of graph type ~ that rep-
resents, on its invariant component d, the surface St : djr ~ St . Without 

o 0 
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loss of generality, the group F (of § 1.2) is a structure subgroup of r that con-
tains the parabolic element A (given by (1.2.2)) that represents the puncture 
corresponding to the phantom edge ak • We may assume that L1 contains the 
half-plane 18[2 + io:o (with 0:0 E R+ , 0:0 > !) that is precisely invariant under 
(A} in r (we may choose ro = e-aOx). A neighborhood of the identity iso-
morphism in T(r) consists of the equivalence classes [wI of normalized (at 
0, 1,00) r-compatible K-quasiconformal automorphisms w of t (see §4.1). 
It follows that wrw- I :::) F for all [wI E T(n and that z = exit; is the horo-
cyclic coordinate on each of our surfaces St' t E Do(~)' St = w(L1)/wrw- 1 • 

If w is a K -quasiconformal automorphism of t, then for each , E C -
{O, I}, d(w(,), ') :=;logK;here d(.,·) is the Poincare metric on C-{O, I}. 
See, for example, Ahlfors [A2] or Kra [K3J. The domain W(18[2 + io:o) is pre-
cisely invariant under (A) in wrw- I • Hence it suffices to show that for K 
sufficiently close to I, W(18[2 + io:o) :::) 18[2 + io:, 0: E R+ , with 0: dependent only 
on K . This follows from the fact that w 0 A = A 0 w for all [w] E T(n. Thus 

sup{Im w(x + io:o); x E R} = sup{Im w(x + io.o); O:=; x :=; 2}. 

We leave it to the reader to estimate J in terms of 0.0 • 

9.6. Proposition. The following is a short exact sequence of groups and group 
homomorphisms: 

(9.6.1) o ~ ker g ~ Mod r .!.. Aug~ ~ 0 ; 

it does not split. 
Proof. SuIjectivity of g and the nonsplitting are the only issues. View ~ as 
embedded in R3 ; then a model for S is the boundary of a regular neighborhood 
of ~ in R3 . An automorphism a of ~ defines a homeomorphism of ~ onto 
itself. It can be extended radially to an orientation preserving automorphism 
of S. This automorphism preserves the partition curves. It follows that g is 
suIjective. To show that the sequence does not split, consider the automorphism 
a of the graph ~ of type (0, 4) (see Figure 6) defined by 

a(a) = aj , j = 1,2, 3, a(a4 ) = as' a(as) = a4 • 

This element of order 2 of Aut ~ is the image under g of the half Dehn twist 
iiJ about the partition curve a l (see §8.2). The element iiJ is of infinite order 
in Mod r. Further, no element of finite order in Mod r can map onto a. The 
general case is handled similarly. 

Remarks. (1) In §9.10 we will obtain a second proof of the surjectivity of g. 
(2) In general, a half Dehn twist about the partition curve on a spherical 

end of L1/r is an element of infinite order in Mod r; it is sent by g onto an 
element of order 2 in Aut~. Similarly, if T is an elliptic end on L1/r t- T, 
and a is the partition curve on L1/r that bounds T, then the half Dehn twist 
iiJ about a is an element of infinite order in Mod r that is sent to an involution 
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in Aut~. If ll./r = T, then {jJ induces an element of order 2 of Modr (that 
acts trivially on T(r»; see also §§8.3 and 9.9. 

9.7. To study the action of Aut~ on D(~) and Do(~)' we start with the 
following 
Definition. The Riemann space of the graph ~ is R(~) = D(~)/Aut~. 
Theorem. Both R(r) and R(~) are d-dimensional complex analytic orbifolds. 
Furthermore, R(r) ~ Do(~)/Aut~. 
Proof. Aut~ is a finite group acting on Do(~) as complex analytic auto-
morphisms. Since Do(~) is a complex analytic manifold, we conclude that 
Do(~)/Aut~ is a complex orbifold. From Theorem 9.4 and the exact sequence 
(9.6.1), we conclude that Do(~)/Aut~ ~ T(r)/Modr ~ R(r). 
9.8. The study of R(~) is based on the following 
Theorem. For every admissible graph ~, D(~) is a contractible bounded do-
main of holomorphy in Cd. 

Proof. We first observe that D(~) is a domain in Cd. We know that Do(~) c 
D(~) is a domain. Let t = (11' ... , td) E D(~) - Do(~). Then one or more 
of the coordinates tj must be zero and these correspond to nodes on St. We 
can certainly vary each of the nonzero coordinates. The plumbing constructions 
corresponding to a compact subset of Do(~) can be restricted to annuli that 
do not intersect horodiscs about the punctures corresponding to nodes as a 
consequence of Proposition 9.5. Thus starting with a surface St with nodes, 
we can vary the nonzero components of t (viewed as elements of DO(~/) for 
some allowable subgraph ~' of ~ obtained by breaking the edges aj in ~ 
for which tj = 0) in a compact set. We can then vary the zero components 
independently of the previous variations using fixed horodiscs about the pairs 
of punctures corresponding to the nodes. Thus a neighborhood of t in Cd is 
contained in D(~). 

We observe that every closed curve in Do(~) is homotopic in Do(~) to a 
closed curve in {t E Do(~); jtl < e-27r }. This follows from the following facts: 

(1) Do(~) ~ T(p, n)/(2Z)d , 
(2) {t E Do(~); It I < e-27r } 

~ {1' E Cd; Im1'j > 2 for j = 1,2, ... , d}/(2Z)d, 
(3) T(p, n) is contractible. 

Every closed curve in D(~) is homotopic in D(~) to a closed curve in Do(~). 
The ball {t E Cd; It I < e-27r } is contained in D(~). Thus starting with a 
curve in D(~), we homotope it first to a curve in Do(~)' then to a curve in 
{t E Do(~); It I < e-27r } , and finally we contract it to a point in {t E Cd; It I < 
e-27r }. Thus D(~) is simply connected. Using Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates 
for T(p, n) one can show that D(~) is a cell and a domain of holomorphy. 
This result will appear in a paper of Earle-Kra-Marden [EKM]. 
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9.9. We examine two important 

Examples. (1) The graph J! of Figure 10 has the following automorphisms: 
(i) u(a2) = a2 , u(a l ) = a;1 , u(a3) = a;3 , 

(ii) u(a2) = a~1 , u(al ) = a;1 , u(a3) = a;3, tl = ±1, t3 = ±1 . 
The induced automorphisms of (:3 send (tl' t2 , t3 ) to 

(tl' t2, t3) in case (i) when tlt3 = +1, and to 
(tl' -t2' t3) when tlt3 = -1, 
(tp t2 , t l ) in case (ii) when tlt3 = +1, and to 
(t3' -t2' t l ) when tlt3 = -1. 

Note that case (i) with tl = -1 = t3 corresponds to the hyperelliptic involution 
(which acts trivially on T(2, 0)). We conclude that AutJ! s= D4 , the 4-dihedral 
group (ID41 = 8). The image of AutJ! in AutD(J!) is Z2 EBZ2 (the kernel of 
the map described by Corollary 2 to Theorem 3.8 is Z2). 

(2) The automorphism group of the graph J! of Figure 11 has a normal 
subgroup of index 2 that fixes each vertex. This subgroup is the permutation 
group on three letters. It acts by permutation on (:3. An extra element 17 of 
AutJ! may be described by u(a) = ail, j = 1,2,3. It acts trivially on (:3 

and corresponds to the hyperelliptic involution. In this case Aut J! = Y; El3 Z2 
(a group of order 12) maps onto a subgroup of AutD(J!) isomorphic to Y; 
with kernel Z2. 

Lemma. Let 17 E AutJ! with 17* = 1 and 17 =I 1. Then J! is of type (0,4), 
(1, 1), (1, 2) or (2, 0). Further, in these exceptional cases {u E AutJ!; 17* = 
I} is isomorphic to Z2El3Z2 for graphs of type (0, 4) , and to Z2 for graphs of type 
(1 , 1), (1 ,2) or (2, 0). These exceptional groups act as groups of conformal 
automorphisms that preserve each partition curve, on each Riemann surface St' 
t E D(J!). 
Proof. The case d = 1 has already been treated; so assume that d> 1. If 17* = 
1, then 17 preserves each edge (it can send an edge to its inverse). If u(a) = aj , 

for j = 1, ... , d, then u(Sk) = Sk for each vertex k = 1, ... , v. In this 
case 17 can only permute a number of pairs of phantom edges corresponding 
to spherical ends. Let aj have two phantom edges emanating from one of its 
vertices. Assume that these phantom edges are permuted by u. Consider the 
second vertex of aj • Either two phantom edges emanate from it (thUS we are 
in the (0,4) case) or at least one edge emanates from it; it must be fixed by 
u. It follows that 17* changes the sign of the jth component of t. 

The remaining possibility is that u(a) = ail for at least one j. If aj 

corresponds to an elliptic end, then the vertex of aj has another edge ai' 
i =I j , emanating from it (if it were a phantom edge, then we would be in the 
(l , 1) case). This edge ai is fixed by u. If ai determines a spherical end, 
then we are in the case given by the first graph of type (1, 2) in Figure 6. Thus 
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the automorphism (J must map a l to a~ 1 , fix a2 and interchange a3 and 
a4 • This automorphism of ~ arises from the hyperelliptic involution on the 
surface of type (1, 2). We leave the verification of this claim to the reader. If 
ai does not determine a spherical end, the second vertex of ai is joined to itself 
by an edge (otherwise (J* would change the sign of the ith component of t). It 
follows that we are in the (2, 0) case of Figure 10 and (J is the automorphism 
described by Example l(i),.with 8 1 = -1 = 83 • If aj does not correspond to an 
elliptic end, then as above, it can be seen that we are in the siutation described 
by the second graph of type (1, 2) in Figure 6 or by the graph of type (2, 0) 
in Figure 11. The automorphism (J is induced by the hyperelliptic involution 
on the surface. 

Let ~ be an admissible graph of type (p, n). We shall say that ~ is 
exceptional if for every torsion free terminal b-group r of graph type ~, 
N(r) is a proper extension of r. 
Theorem. (a) The graph ~ is exceptional if and only if it is of type (p, n) = 
(0,3),(0,4),(1,1),(1,2) or (2,0). 

(b) If r is a generic exceptional group of graph type ~, then 

{ 
s-; E9 Z2 if (p , n) = (0, 3), 

N(r)/r ~ Z2 E9 Z2 if(P, n) = (0, 4), 
Z2 if(P, n) = (1,1), (1,2) or (2,0). 

Proof. By a generic property, we mean one valid in a dense open subset of 
Do(~). The results of Greenberg [G] show that the theorem is a consequence 
of the lemma. 

9.10. We have seen that every (J E Aut~ with (J* = 1 arises from a conformal 
self-map of every surface St' t E D(~). Hence such (J are in the image of g. 
Let (J E Aut~ with (J* =F 1 . The automorphism (J* of Do(~) lifts to T(P, n) . 
By Royden's theorem [Ro], see also Earle-Kra [EKI], every automorphism of 
T(P , n) arises from an element of the modular group Mod(p, n). This element 
of Mod(p, n) is induced by a self-map of S that preserves the partition 1: 
(hence an element of Mod r) and projects to (J under the map g. Thus we 
have reproven the suIjectivity of g of (9.1.1) and (9.6.1). 

9.11. We have seen that for all t E D(~) and all (J E Aut~, St is conformally 
equivalent to SqO(t) via a conformal map h that preserves the partition 1:. 
Conversely, given a conformal map h: Sil) --+ Si2) for t(l) , l2) E D(~) with the 
property that h preserves the partition 1: (that is, for all a E 1:, h(a) is freely 
homotopic to a), then there exists a (J E Aut~ so that P) = (J*(t(I»). We see, 
in particular, that in this case for j = 1, ... , d, we have tY) = (-1 )£j t~~\j) 

with ej = ±1 , which implies It(2)1 = It(l)l. 
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10. FORGETFUL MAPS 

The deformation space D(~) fibers over lower dimensional deformation 
spaces. The projection maps for these fibrations are induced by the usual pro-
jections of Cd onto lower dimensional linear subspaces. This section begins a 
study of these fiber spaces. 
10.1. Let ~ be an admissible graph of type (p, n) and ~' a subgraph of ~ 
obtained by breaking a number of edges of ~ . Let a 1 ' ••• , ad be the edges of 
~. Let J be a subset of {I, ... , d}. Let us assume that ~' is obtained by 
breaking the edges aj with j E J. Let 

PJ = P: D(~) --+ D(~') 
be the canonical forgetful map (for t E D(~) , ignore the coordinates tj with 
j E J), and 

s = S J: D(~') --+ D(~) 
the right inverse to the forgetful map (for t E D(~'), insert a zero in the jth 
coordinate for each j E J). Then both P and s are holomorphic, P 0 s = I 
(hence P is surjective and s is injective), and p(Do(~» = Do(~'). 
10.2. Let SJ be the surface (with partition) obtained by shrinking each curve 
a j' j E J , to a node. Let T J (p, n) be the product of the Teichmtiller spaces 
of the parts of S J. As a result of Theorem 9.4, T J (p, n) is a holomor-
phic universal covering space of Do(~'), and there is a natural forgetful map 
T(p, n) --+ T J(P, n) that covers p: Do(~) --+ Do(~'). 

10.3. Every complex manifold has two natural metrics on it: the Caratheodory 
metric de and Kobayashi metric dk (see Kobayashi [Ko, Chapter IV)). In ad-
dition, the Teichmtiller spaces T(p, n) carry the Teichmtiller metric d T • It is 
well known that in general de ~ dk ; and as a consequence of a fundamental 
theorem of Royden [Ro) (see also [EKI)), de ~ dk = dT on T(p, n). For 
simply connected domains in C with at least two boundary points, de = dk = 
Poincare metric dp • If d(~) = 1, then D(~) is biholomorphic to the unit 
disc. It follows that, in this case, the Caratheodory and Kobayashi metrics on 
D(~) coincide with the Poincare metric. As a consequence of the fact that 
holomorphic maps do not increase either Caratheodory or Kobayashi distance 
and the fact that p 0 s = I , the map s is an isometry in both the Caratheodory 
and Kobayashi metrics, provided D(~') has positive dimension. In particu-
lar, these invariant metrics on D(~) restrict to the Poincare metric on each 
coordinate plane {t E D(~); tj = 0 for j oF k}, k = 1, ... , d. 
10.4. Let Dl = D(~) for ~ of type (0,4) and D2 = D(~) for ~ of type 
(1, 1). Then, we have shown (recall (0.1» 

2 
d e-- C Dl C d e--/2, d e-2X C D2 C de-X and D2 = {t ; t E D1}· 

For an arbitrary graph ~ , 
(de-2X/ C D(~) c D(l) x ... x D(d) , 
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where DU) = DI if the edge aj corresponds to a four times punctured sphere, 
and = D2 if the edge aj corresponds to an elliptic end. 

The above relations yield estimates for invariant metrics on the deformation 
spaces. They also prove Theorem 3(a). 

11. METRICS ON SURFACES AND THEIR TEICHMULLER SPACES 

We use estimates on the roincare metric on Riemann surfaces to obtain rough 
estimates for lengths of geodesics in a partition set. 

11.1. For a hyperbolic domain D in t, we let A.D(z)ldzl denotes its Poincare 
metric of constant negative curvature -1. The same notation will be employed 
on arbitrary Riemann surfaces, with the understanding that z is a local coor-
dinate on the surface. 

11.2. We are interested in describing the behavior of partition curves as our 
parameters approach certain distinguished boundary points of T(p, n). We 
start by computing the Poincare metric A.n(')ld'l for the strip domain 

D = D a, k = gEe; a < 1m' < a + 1lk} ; 
here a E R and k E R+ . For the constant curvature -1 normalization, 

A.n(,) = [ksin cm~ - a)]-I 
The domain D is invariant under the group generated by the translation A (') = 
, + 2. The factor space D/(A) is the annulus 

1t2k 
.w=~={zEC;e- <lzl<I} 

(here z = e1ti('-ia»). The Poincare metric on this annulus is 

A..w-(z) = [1lk1ZI sin ( _lo:1zl )]-1 
We note that limk_ oo A.~ (z) = [-lzlloglzl1- 1 , which is the metric for the punc-
tured unit disc. 

Remark. For the normalization used in §2.2, 

.w =.sat; = {z E C; Itle1t/ 2 < Izi < e -1t/2} , 

we have 

A..w-(z) = [_ CO;ltl + 1) Izlsin (1l(1~:~~llj~: ~/2))]-1 
11.3. Consider the AFP construction of §6.1. The invariant component .£\ of 
r is trapped between two strips: 

Do = D 1/ 2,(lmo-I)/1t C.£\ C DO,lmo/1t = DI 
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(the second inclusion is valid for all a E T(O, 4); for the first, we must as-
sume that 1m a > 1). Let ii be the geodesic on t1/r corresponding to the 
Mobius transformation A E r. Let I (a) be the length of the geodesic ii on 
the Riemann surface corresponding to the parameter a. Then 

l(a) $ { A~(C)ldCI $ { AD (C)ldCI, 
lc(y) lc(y) 0 

where c(y) is the path c(y)(s) = s + iy, 0 $ s $ 2, and y is arbitrary 
(but fixed) with ! < y < 1m a - !. Choosing y to be ! 1m a, we see that 
/(a) $ 271/(lma - 1), for all a E T(O, 4) with Ima > 1. In particular, 
limImQ ..... oo /(a) = O. To obtain an estimate in the opposite direction let a be 
the lift to t1 of the geodesic freely homotopic to ii on t1/r. Then a is a curve 
from a point Zo E t1 to Zo + 2, and 

l(a) = hA~(')ld"?' hADI(C)ldCI? I~a' forallaET(0,4). 

We have shown that if c: [0, 1) -+ T(O, 4) is a path in T(O, 4), then (for the 
horocyclic coordinate a = c(s» 

liml(c(s» = 0 ¢} limlmc(s) = 00. 
s ..... 1 s ..... 1 

We observed that T(O, 4)/(2Z) ~ Do(~)' where ~ is the (unique) graph of 
type (0,4). The coordinate t on D(~) is related to the coordinates a on 
T(0,4) by t = e7CiQ. The length l(t) of the curve ii on the surface cor-
responding to t is a well-defined function on D(~). We have obtained the 
estimate 

_2712 _2712 
logltl $ l(t) $ logltl + 7l 

(the first inequality is valid for all t E D(~), the second only for It I < e-7C ). 

11.4. Consider the general AFP construction for terminal b-groups. Assume 
that r is the amalgamated free product of the groups r I and r 2 across the 
cyclic subgroup generated by A = [~I =:]. Assume that our construction is 
tame and corresponds to the parameter a with 1m a > 1. It involves no loss 
of generality to assume that rj ::> F; for i = 1,2 (where the Fj are defined 
by §6.1). In this case a = f(B2 ) and there exist real numbers cl ' c2 with 
c2 > ci > 0 so that the regions {C E C; ImC > c l } and {C E C; 1m' < c2 } 

are precisely invariant under (A) in r l and r 2 , respectively. It follows that 
the invariant component t1 of r contains the strip {' E C; ci < 1m' < c2 } 

and is contained in the strip {' E C; 0 < 1m' < 1m a}. Let / be the length 
of the geodesic on ~/r determined by the element A E r. It follows that 
271/lma $ I $ 271/(c2 - c l ). As before, the first inequality is valid for all a. 
Thus 1m a -+ 00 as I -+ 0 . 

If the parameters for both r I and r 2 vary in compact subsets of their re- . 
spective deformation spaces, then both c i and c2 can be chosen independently 
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of the groups r I and r 2 and we see in this case c2 - c I is of the form 1m a - c 
for some c E 1R, c > O. It follows that I -+ 0 as 1m a -+ 00 • 

Assume that both r I and r 2 have been constructed using only tame plumb-
ings with gluing parameters t of norm It I < e -271: • It follows that we can choose 
in this case cl = 1 and· c2 = 1m a-I. We obtain the universal estimate for 
t E D(~), It I < e-271: , 

(11.4.1) 
_2n2 _2n2 
-- < I(t) < . logltl - - logltl + 2n 

11.5. For the HNN construction of §6.3, the invariant component .6. is con-
tained in a strip of width Im'l' and contains a strip of width Im'l' - 2 (for 
'l' E C with Im'l' > 2). Thus the appropriate bounds on the length I of the 
geodesic corresponding to the central curve on S are given by (11.4.1). The 
same estimate is valid for the general HNN construction of the surface St as 
long as It I < e -271: • 

11.6. Let ~, as before, be an admissible graph of type (p, n) with edges 
a l ' .. , , ad' We define a mapping I: D(~) -+ lR.d by 

l(t) = l(tl' ... , td) = (l1(t) , ... , Id(t)) , 

where Ij(t) is the hyperbolic length on St of the geodesic freely homotopic to 
a j' Note that 

I/t) = 0 <=> tj = 0, j = 1, ... , d. 

We observe that I is well defined on D(~) and it is continuous on Do(~) 
(since all geodesic length functions are continuous on T(p, n), and these par-
ticular length functions are invariant under (2Z)d). Continuity on D(~) will 
be studied in [EKM]. We observe that as a consequence of §§ 11.4, 11.5 and 
9.5, we have the following for in) E D(~) with in) = (t\n), ... , t1n)). If 
limn_co in) = t with t = (tl ' ... , td) E D(~), then limn_co I/in)) = 0 if and 
only if tj = O. 

We have completed the proof of Theorem 3 of the Introduction. 

11.7. The following result is a well-known application of the collar lemma. 

Proposition. Let S be a Riemann surface (possibly with nodes) of finite hyper-
bolic type. Let 1: be a maximal partition on S. Assume that every curve in 1: 
is freely homotopic to a geodesic of length $ 2 arcsinh 1. Let h: S -+ S be a 
conformal automorphism. Then for every a E 1:, h (a) is freely homotopic to a 
curve in ~. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, every curve in ~ is either a geodesic or a 
node. Since h is conformal, it is an isometry in the Poincare metric on S. 
Thus a and h(a) have the same length for all a E 1:; in particular, h(a) 
is a node if only if a is a node. Thus h permutes the components of the 
complement of the nodes on S. Let a be a curve in 1: with length I (a) > O. 
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If h(a) is not in 1:, then it must intersect a curve, say b (not a node), in 1: 
because each part of S -1: is a thrice punctured sphere. By the Keen-Halpern 
collar lemma in its sharp form (Matelski [Ms] or Buser [Bu]) 

. hl(b) . hl(h(a» 1 
SID 2 SID 2 >. 

This contradicts the hypothesis that the length of all the curves in 1: (hence 
also in h(1:)) are short. 

Remark. Note that 2arcsinh 1 = 2log(1 +../2) = 1.762747 .... 

11.8. As an application of the above proposition and our estimates on the 
lengths of geodesics, we prove the following 

Theorem. There exists a universal constant 
_ -21t -It2 /arcsinh I _ 2 5587 10-3 

8> 8 1 - e e -. . .. x 

such that for all admissible graphs :9' and all t<I) ,P) in D(:9') with ItU) I < 8, 
j = 1, 2, we have St(l) ~ Sl2) (conformal equivalence) if and only if there is a 
u E Aut:9' such that U*(t(I» = P) . 
Proof. We have seen (§9.10) that P) = U*(t(I» for some u E Aut:9' implies 
that St(2) is conformally equivalent to St(l). Conversely, let h: St(l) -+ Sp) 

be a conformal equivalence. It suffices to show that h preserves the partition 
(see §9.1l). Clearly h sends nodes to nodes and preserves lengths of partition 
curves (which may be assumed to be geodesics). Thus if 1: is a partition on 
St(l) , then 1: and h(1:) are partitions on St(2). The lengths of the curves in 
these partitions are bounded from above by -2n2/(logltl + 2n) :5 2arcsinh 1 
(here t is a component of t(2) or t<I» as long as ItU)1 :5 8 for j = 1, 2. The 
two partitions coincide by Proposition 11.7. 

12. ApPENDIX I: CALCULATIONS IN PSL(2, C) AND SL(2, C) 

We collect in this section various useful calculations with Mobius transfor-
mations that were needed in our work. Throughout "triangle group" means 
"torsion free triangle group". Most of the results are invariant forms of calcula-
tions previously encountered for special cases (see, for example, §§1.2, 6.1 and 
6.3). We omit the details of the proofs. 

12.1. Proposition. Let a, b, c be three distinct points in t. There exists a 
unique triangle group F(a, b, c) with canonical generators (A, B) such that 
f(A) = a, feB) = band f(A 0 B) = c and a unique isomorphism 0 with 
O(A) = r~/ =~], O(B) = [-;1 ~I]. The Mobius transformations A, B, C = 

B- 1 0 A-I may be described as the unique elements of SL(2, C) with 

trA = trB = trC =--2, AoBoC=I, 
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A, Band C fix (only) a, band c, respectively. Ifwe define M(a, b, c) by 

[
-1 - 2a(b-c) 2a2(b-c) 1 

(a b)(a c) (a b)(a c) 
M(a,b,c)= , 

2(b-c) 1 2a(b-c) 
(a b)(a c) - + (a b)(a c) 

(12.1.1 ) 

then formulae for the generators of F (a, b, c) are 

A = M(a, b, c), B = M(b, c, a) and C = M(c, a, b) . 
Proof. Conjugate the group F = F(oo, 0,1) of §1.2 by E = E(a, b, c) E 
PSL(2, C) that satisfies 

(12.1.2) E(a) =00, E(b) = 0, E(c) = 1. 

Then EF(a, b, c)E- I = F(oo, 0, 1). 

Notation. Whenever we write F(a, b, c) we will mean the triangle group 
along with the canonical generators specified by the above formulae. Thus 
F(oo, 0,1), F(oo, 1,0) and F(oo, -1,0) denote the same group with the 
different sets of canonical generators. 
Remarks. (1) A parabolic element A E SL(2, C) with tr A = -2 and f(A) = 
a E C can be written in "normal form" as 

[ -1 - aa: a2a:] , 
(12.1.3) -a: -1 + aa: a: E C· 

(alternately, we can write Ij(A(z) - a) = Ij(z - a) + a:, z E C). We will call 
a: the translation length of A. 

(2) The case a = 00 can be considered as the limiting situation of the general 
formula, if we regard a: = 0 with c = a2a: "I- 0 (thUS, also aa: = a2a:ja = 0). 
We will follow such conventions in the sequel, whenever appropriate. (For 
a = 00, _a2a: should be regarded as the translation length of A.) 

(3) The element A (defined by (12.1.1)) in the lemma has fixed point a and 
translation length 2(b - c)j(a - b)(a - c), provided a "I- 00; for a = 00, the 
translation length of A is -2(b - c). 

(4) Note that every parabolic element has a well-defined (unique) parabolic 
square root in PSL(2, C) and that f(C) = A I/2(f(B)). (It hence also follows 
that f(A) = BI/2(f(C)) and f(B) = C I/2(f(A)).) Thus 

F(a, b, c) = F(f(A) , f(B) , AI/2(f(B))) , 

and the group with canonical generators (A-I, B- 1) is F(a, b, A- I / 2(b)). 

Corollary 1. For all distinct triples a, band c in C and all E E PSL(2, C) , 

EF(a, b, c)E- I = F(E(a) , E(b), E(c)). 

Corollary 2. Let Fj = F (a j' b j' cj ) be triangle groups with corresponding canon-
ical generators (A j , B) for j = 1, 2. Let E j = E(aj , bj , c) (as defined by 
(12.1.2)). Then FI = F2 ifand only if T = E;I oEI E PGL(2, Z). Further, 
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in case of equality, the punctures determined by a2, b2 lie on the same sides of 
horocircles determined by 

and 

if and only if det T = + 1 . 
Proof. Use the results of §1.7. 

12.2. Lemma. Given a parabolic element A E SL(2, C) with tr A = -2 and 
given bEt with b ¥ f(A), there exists a unique parabolic B E SL(2, C) such 
that feB) = band tr B = -2 = tr(A 0 B). 
Proof. Use the normal forms for A and B and consider two cases: f(A) = 00 

or f(A) E C. 

Corollary 1. Given a parabolic element A E SL(2, C) with tr A = -2 and 
f(A) = a, and given bEt, b ¥ a, the unique triangle group with canonical 
generators (A, B) with feB) = b is given by 

F ( b a(b - a)a + 2b) = F( b AI/2(b)) a, , (b _ a)a + 2 a" , 

where a is the translation length of A. (The first expression must be appropri-
ately interpreted for a = 00 or b = 00 in accordance with Remark 2 of§12.1.) 

Corollary 2. Let A, BI , B2 E PSL(2, C) with (A, Bj ), j = 1,2, canonical 
generators for the triangle group Fj . Then BI = B2 ¢} f(B I) = f(B2). 

Corollary 3. Let F = F(a, b, c) be a triangle group with corresponding canoni-
cal generators (A, B). Let 'l' E C, 'l' ¥ 0, 1. Then there. exists a unique triangle 
group FI with canonical generators (A, BI ) , such that r = cr(f(BI) , a, b, c) . 
Proof. Solve for the fixed point bl of BI in r = cr(b l , a, b, c) and use 
Corollary I with b replaced by bl . Then 

b _ a(c-b)r+b(a-c) 
1- (c-b)'l'+(a-c) . 

The translation length of B I is 

P _ 2(a(c - b)r + (a - C))2 
I - (b - c)(c - a)(c - b) . 

12.3. Lemma. Given two parabolic elements Al and A2 in SL(2, C) with 
distinct fixed points and each with trace - 2, and given 'l' E C, there exist 
precisely two C E SL(2, C) with Co A2 0 C- I = Al and tr C = i'l' . 
Proof. The lemma is the invariant form of a result established in §6.3. 

Remark. The two elements of SL(2, C) that satisfy the above conditions project 
to distinct elements of PSL(2, C) if and only if r ¥ o. 
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12.4. Proposition. Let (A, B) be canonical generators for a triangle group F. 
Let • E C, • =f:. 0, 1. There exists a unique C E SL(2, C) such that 

(i) CoB ° C- I = A-I, 
(ii) trC = i., and 

(iii) cr(c(f(A)) , f(A) , f(B) , f(A ° B)) = •. 

Moreover, conditions (i) and (iii) yield a unique element C of PSL(2, C); a 
lift of C to SL(2, C) can be chosen to satisfy (ii). 
Proof. By conjugation we reduce to the case considered in §6.3. 

12.5. We describe a formula for obtaining the Mobius transformation C. Solve 
for b2 in • = cr(b2 , f(A) , f(B) , f(A ° B)). Choose B2 E SL(2, C) so that 
f(B2) = b2 , tr B2 = -2 = tr(A ° B2). Choose C E PSL(2, C) such that 
C(f(A)) = f(B2 ) , C(f(B)) = f(A) , C(f(A ° B) = f(A ° B2). Then C 
satisfies the conditions of the proposition. 

Remark. Choose the invariant component d of F so that f(A) lies to the left 
of the horocircles determined by A on d. Assume that 1m. =f:. O. Then 1m. > 
o if and only if feB) lies to the right of the horocircles determined by A on d. 
Similarly let (A, B), j = 1,2, be canonical generators of the triangle group 
Fj . Assume that 1m. =f:. 0, where • = cr(f(B2) , f(A) , f(B I), f(A ° HI))' Let 
A j be the limit set of Fj . Then A j is a circle. The two circles are tangent at 
f(A). Let D be the region between these circles. Then 1m. > 0 if and only 
if f(B I ) lies to the right of the horocirc1es determined by A in D. 

12.6. Proposition. Let Fj = F(aj , bj , c) bea triangle group with corresponding 
canonical generators (Aj' B), j = 1,2. Let. E C, • =f:. 0, 1. There exists a 
unique CEPSL(2,C) with CoA2 oC- I =A I and.=cr(C(b2 ),al ,bl ,cl ). 

Proof. Solve for b3 in • = cr(b3, ai' b l , c l ). Then b3 =f:. a l • Find B3 = 
SL(2, C) with f(B3) = b3 , tr B3 = -2 = tr(A I ° B3). Let c3 = f(AI ° B3) . 
Then find C that satisfies C(a2) = ai' C(b2 ) = b3 , C(c2) = c3 . 

Remark. Proposition 12.4 is a special case of Proposition 12.6 with FI = 
F(a, b, c) and F2 = F(b, a, c), where a = f(A) , b = feB) and c = 
f(B- I ° A-I). Note that (A, B) are the canonical generators for FI and 
(B- 1 , A-I) are the canonical generators for F2 • 

13. ApPENDIX II. A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING 

TORSION FREE TERMINAL b-GROUPS 

Let :§ be an admissible graph with a semicanonical ordering for its edges. Let 
d = d(:§). Let t = (II' ... , td ) E Cd with 0 < Itjl < I for j = 1, ... , d. The 
construction algorithm described in §7.5 can be easily translated to a computer 
program that produces a group r[ of Mobius transformations. This group 
is a b-group of graph type :§ if and only if t E Do(:§). In such cases the 
program produces as output generators (as elements of SL(2, C) and relations 
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for r t ' as well as the structure and modular subgroups of rt • This program was 
implemented on MACSYMA to compute the examples in §7.5. The program 
also produces the correct "boundary group" r t whenever t E aD(~) and none 
of the coordinates of t vanish. These boundary groups are studied in a sequel 
to this paper. 

14. ApPENDIX III. INDEPENDENCE OF GLUING ON CHOICE OF ANNULI 

The following argument that the plumbing construction is independent of the 
choice of overlapping annuli is due to S. Wolpert. 

14.1. We introduce some convenient terminology. Let oN be a closed connected 
set on a Riemann surface S. Assume that S -.91 has two components, one of 
which is a punctured disc and the other has a nonabelian fundamental group. 
We call the punctured discs the inside of .91 and the other the outside of .91 . 

14.2. For j = 1 , 2 , let d be a punctured disc on the surface sj with boundary 
curve aj contained in sj. Let z (respectively, w) be a local coordinate on 
the closure of DI (D2) that vanishes at the puncture. We are allowing the 
possibility that Sl = S2; in this case we assume that the closures of DI and 
D2 are disjoint. Let ~ be an annulus whose closure is in d. Assume that 
the central curve on ~ is contractible to the puncture on d . Define 

s1 = sj - {closure of inside of closure of ~} . 

Assume that there is a nonzero complex number t such that for each P E -Wi ' 
there exists a unique Q E ~ with z(P)w(Q) = t and that the resulting map 
from -Wi to ~ is surjective. Let ",. denote the plumbing equivalence using 
the above annuli and the given value of the plumbing parameter and set 

I 2 • 
S. = S. uS./ '" . 

Let .91 be the image of -Wi in S •. It is also the image of ~ in S •. 

14.3. We construct a surface S .. that depends only on DI ,D2 and t (and not 
on -Wi or on ~). Let PI be the image in SI of a 2 C S2 by the inversion 
w ....... tfw ; that is, 

PI = {P E SI ; 3Q E a2 with z(P)w(Q) = t}. 

Similarly, 
P2 = {Q E S2; 3P E a l with z(P)w(Q) = t}. 

For j = I , 2 , let 

~. = {inside of a j} - {closure of inside of Pj } 

and 
s1. = sj - {closure of inside of closure of ~.} . 
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FIGURE 14. Gluing with different annuli. 

Let ",.. denote the plumbing equivalence using .w;. , ~. and t, and define 
I 2 •• s •• = s .. uS •• / '" . 

The surface S •• is independent of the choice of.w; and ~. We claim that 
there exists a canonical biholomorphism (constructed in the next subsection) 
from S •• to S •. 
14.4. The relative positions of 0: 1 , PI' P2 , 0:2 and the boundary curves of .w; 
and ~ are shown in Figure 14; that is, since 0:1 is outside .w;, P2 is inside 
~ and hence also inside of 0:2 (similarly, PI is inside 0: 1). We first extend 
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the domain of the local coordinate z on S*' Let 

z(P) = { z(P), 
tjw(P) , 

P E.N or P E {annulus bounded by a 1 and.N} , 
P E.N or P E {annulus bounded by.N and a2 }. 

The local coordinate z is an analytic continuation of z. Define 

S~eft = connected component of (S* - a 2 ) containing.N , 

and observe that S~eft is canonically biholomorphic to S~* since z allows us 
to extend the natural embedding of S~ into S* to a natural embedding of S~* 
into S*. We map P E S~* - S! to Q E S* provided z(P) = z(Q). Similarly, 
we define ill and S~ght and we obtain a natural embedding of s~t (which is 
biholomorphic to S;*) into S* . 

We have produced natural embeddings of S~* and S;* into S* and P E S!* 
is identified with Q E S;* by '" ** if and only if P and Q map to the same 
point. This completes the proof that S** is biholomorphically equivalent to 
the original surface S* . 

14.5. Up to now z and w were arbitrary coordinates on the punctured discs. If 
z and ware horocyclic coordinates, then the above arguments show that con-
struction is also independent of the discs DI and D2 (that is, the construction 
is independent of the branches of the z and w coordinates used). 
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